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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents the important role of the foreign banks in Lebanon during the

war and after the war until mid of year 2000. In spite of the significant role and

the high customer perception of the foreign banks, their role has deteriorated due

to high competition in the banking sector. Mergers and acquisitions within the

local banks has created some giant banks, which are making the competition

tough and pushing the sector few steps ahead, at the same time surviving as local

bank in the market has become questionable for some banks. Alternatively, other

foreign banks have arrived to the market and are expected to make challenging

move and quake in the sector as a whole and within the foreign banks specially.

Lebanese banking sector has a big potential to attract new customers from the

surrounding countries due to the law of bank secrecy. This law of secrecy abides

all the employees of the banking sector to keep all the information about their

clients undisclosed. Even the foreign banks operating in Lebanon abide with this

rule.

The leading role that the foreign banks had enjoyed during the past years has

become out dated. The advanced technology that the foreign banks considered as

a competing feature is now being carried out with most of the banks in market.

Bank of Lebanon is regulating the market by applying tough rules and regulations

on the banks to protect the local banks from bankruptcy and to increase the

competition within the sector. Decreasing the market share of the foreign banks

has its reasons some of which is covered in this project.



However, the foreign banks could differentiate themselves not only with their

products but, with the value and the service that they provide to their customers.

This research work has explained most of the retail banking products that are

offered by the foreign banks in Lebanon through exploratory research method.
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Introduction

The Lebanese banking sector is one of the most sophisticated markets in the

region. The major characteristic of this sector is that it follows the Swiss system

with its .strictest law of "banking secrecy" issued on the 3 r of September 1956.

This law binds the managers and employees of the banks to absolute secrecy, in

favor of the bank's clients. It does not allow them to disclose to anyone, even the

military and judicial authorities, clients' names, assets or facts they are aware of

unless they have the client's written authorisation or in case he should be declared

bankrupt. All banks operating in Lebanon, irrespective of their nationality, are

subjected to this law. Bank secrecy, which is the creed of the industry, regulates

and helps attract non-resident deposits and investments.

The major objective being to increase profit led the foreign banks to operate in

Lebanon and to open new branches, agencies and subsidiaries. They surpass the

national boundaries of their mother company and enter the multinational market by

offering services to their existing clients in addition to new clients.

The nature of banking activities and services of these banks, in addition to their

desire of globalizing their banking services drive them to follow their customers by

opening new branches abroad to facilitate transactions world wide.

"The Association of Banks in Lebanon" classifies the commercial banks into:

1. Lebanese banks (S.A.L).

2. Lebanese banks (SAL) under the control of Arab banks.
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3. Lebanese banks (S.A.L) under the control of international banks.

4. Foreign Arab banks.

5. Foreign international banks.

6. Financial institutions with medium and long-term investments.

Our main core of study is the foreign Arab and International banks. There are

mainly five types of foreign banking offices:

i) Representative offices: They provide information, advice, and local

contacts for the mother bank's business clients. They do not accept

deposits, give loans, or provide any type of banking transaction.

ii) Branches: They are legal parts of a mother company having full support

from it. They may conduct a complete range of banking services under

the name of the mother company.

iii)Agencies: They are similar to branches of a bank and thus provide

banking services related to international trade, with the essential

exception of receiving deposits from other clients.

iv) Subsidiaries and Affiliates: These are separately incorporated banks

owned partially or entirely by a foreign bank. They provide general

banking services.

v) Consortia: They are joint ventures with banks organised separately and

owned by two or more shareholders whose mother companies are

usually of different nationalities. They take the customers referred to by

the mother company and develop business on their own.

This project outlines the impediments the banking industry might face in Lebanon

and probable remedies to such impediments. It discusses the retail banking
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services available in Lebanon, that are provided by the foreign banks and compares

them with each other.

This project is organized into five chapters including an introductory one, literature

review, presentation of the objective & method of research, findings and analysis,

and a concluding chapter. Chapter one presents a general overview of the major

divisions of banking operations with an emphasis on Retail Banking. It discusses

the consumer perception regarding foreign banks; their services and presence in

Lebanon during the war and post war period. It also provides a comparison

between the foreign banks' market share with respect to customer deposits for the

last few years.

Chapter Two comprises the classical banking services in Lebanon before the

technological intercept and the importance of the technological change in the

Lebanese banking sector as a way of bringing .back one of the lost glories of

Lebanon as an important center of financial markets in the Middle East. In this

changing environment, the role of human resources is discussed as one of the

major contributors. Due to the technological advancement, the introduction of

new products and services has become the competitive edge for some banks in

Lebanon. Thus, evolution of retail banking products & services are presented and

discussed in Chapter Three.

Chapter Four outlines and indicates some of the problems facing the foreign banks.

Chapter Five concludes and summarizes the major issues discussed in this research

and proposes some solution to better future.
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Literature Review

The banking sector in Lebanon has undergone many changes due to technological

advancements. For many years, the banks provided traditional services to their

customers until the technological advancement entered the banking industry during

the post war period. This was mainly reflected by the use of new technical systems

in the bank such as: A computer network in the bank that operates on-line between

all the branches and that updates the accounts in the real-time, the PC's and LAN's

(local area network) to centralize the information and to operate efficiently and

effectively, Internet! Intranet service for the staff to access all kinds of information

world-wide through Internet, and other electronic banking services, namely ATM

(automated teller machine), phone banking, and home banking.

The traditional services seemed to be more than enough, but with the presence of

advanced automated technology, some banks have been introducing services to

keep their competitive edge. However, the customers have reached a level of

saturation with respect to the traditional means that the banks have been using to

attract new deposits and to invest them. In the new banking services, we have

realised that the banks should become the client's agent by offering the services

that the client needs; the client can then depend on the bank to become his agent

for portfolio management.
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In the 1990s, the banks have been operating in an environment where all types of

information are accessible to everybody which resulted in increasing customer

awareness, needs, and expectations for more specialised products, and better

quality of services, at the least cost and time. Advancing technology can make

major contributions in the delivery of services through the use of client oriented

information systems and opportunities to increase customer convenience.

The technological advancement in banking is highly effective, for it can provide

relatively error free and quick services, thus ensuring more control by the

management. Once the customer is satisfied with electronic banking services at his

bank, he would not switch to another bank that provides lesser services.

Satisfaction from distinguished service attracts new customers, thereby increasing

the market share.

Due to technological advancement, the banking operations have become more

effective and accurate. We will mention in this research the major services

provided by the foreign banks in Lebanon that rely highly on advanced technology.

As a result of ongoing technological and financial changes, the banks in Lebanon

are taking steps to integrate their marketing strategies, regarding the products and

services, to face future challenges. They have become sensitive to the demand, the

market orientation of their customers, and the interest of their shareholders.

The foreign banks have started introducing new products and services, as in other

branches abroad such as credit cards, phone banking and home banking, as well as

ATM cards with international services. And in order to inform the customers

about their new products, the banks are developing new marketing/ advertising

strategies and training their staff to become more customer oriented and friendly.
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The foreign banks in Lebanon have started to introduce new products and services

similar to those provided by international banks in other countries. Introducing

these products and services, as response to customers' needs became the bank's

competitive edge only for a short period of time, as those products were soon

imitated or similar ones were introduced by other banks. Introducing new

products and services remained, and only for some time, the core competency of

the bank. Hence, the object of core competency lost its uniqueness. Nowadays,

the main issue is: "What will they have to be good at tomorrow, or next year, in

order to attract and stay relevant to customers (up to the expectations of

customers) while maintaining an acceptable rate of profitability?".

The contribution of each & every step in the research is important for the final

decision. The findings and the final conclusion will hopefully serve the bankers in

general and the marketing managers in foreign banks in particular, in addition to

researchers and decision makers in the service industry.
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Objective and Methodology

Customer satisfaction can be defined as the evaluation of products and services

after purchase. It is the beliefs, attitudes and future behaviors, word of mouth

communication and all kinds of complaints that are related to the consumer

satisfaction or dissatisfaction after purchase.

The objective of this research is to compare and analyze the retail banking products

after the technological enhancement in order to measure the effectiveness and

efficiency of these services and products in foreign banks in Lebanon.

Since customer satisfaction is an intangible and essential parts of the retail banking

activities, most of the products introduced into the banking sector, are targeted

towards the same objective, i.e. increasing the market share to make profit. This

could be done through implementing advanced technology and well-trained staff,

which could lead to attracting new customers and increasing the customer base.

Knowing that the Lebanese clients are shopping oriented, they shop at different

places before buying any product, it is expected that they do not directly accept the

product(s) offered by the bank. Moreover, the easy access to information through

the Internet, gives the client more power to ask, investigate, and doubt any product

or service, with hope of finding a better offer tailored for his/her conditions.

Logically, the main target of the foreign banks in Lebanon is to maximize profit by

increasing the quantity and the quality of customers, and therefore, by increasing

their market share. But this can not be easily achieved through retail banking,
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since the market is getting more saturated by the consumer products & services

and it is becoming more difficult to distinguish a bank from another. The

competitive edge that the foreign banks used all the past years is no more valid,

because of the rules and regulations of the Central Bank to protect and strengthen

the local banks, increase in customer awareness and trust in the local banks,

imitation and availability of all the products in most of the banks, and the

limitations that the foreign banks experience regarding their number of branches.

In comparing different retail products & services offered by the foreign banks in

Lebanon we have analyzed some of the gaps and problems in order to seek some

solutions that may improve their future performance. Hence, in the last part of this

research work there are some solutions, improvements and changes are discussed,

that the foreign banks can make to keep their "leading" position in the Lebanese

banking sector.

The information available in this research is mainly divided into two main parts,

secondary data, and primary data. Up to my knowledge and based on my research

work, there has been no such topic discussed previously, which covered all the

retail banking products in foreign banks in Lebanon. However, there has been

research works covering Credit Cards, ATM operations and customer deposit and

lending each subject discussed independently. Also, comparative research studies

were made on specific products within some local banks. Moreover, there were

articles and analysis in journals and magazines as Daily Star, Business Group

Oxford, Lebanon Opportunities, and monthly bulletin of "Association of Banks",

articles published by the Central Bank most of these have contributed in gathering

the secondary data for the research. Thus, this research study, is a unique in it's
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objective, it will help the bankers to realise some of the strength that made the

foreign banks leaders in the Lebanese market during a specific period of time, also

recognise the gaps that the foreign bank undergo which made the local banks to

catch up and even to surpass the foreign banks.

The primary data of this research will be gathered through exploratory and

descriptive research. Method of the exploratory research is divided into two main

parts; conduct personal interview with knowledgeable person in the foreign banks,

and conduct observation in the foreign banks. We have visited most of the leading

foreign banks in the sample of this research, namely, BNPI main branch, Banca Di

Roma Ashrafieh and Dora branches, HSBC Bank Middle East Dora and Ras-

Beirut branches, and Arab Bank Riad Solh and Hamra branches. During these

visits, I have observed the overall atmosphere of the banks, the cleanliness, the

lightening, the congestion, the availability of pamphlets and brochures, the first

customer contact and the greeting by staff, the attentiveness and interest to

customer needs, willingness to serve, and finally, ending the conversation with the

customer. Also, I have conducted interviews with the marketing managers of

BNPI and HSBC Bank Middle East, Operational Manger of Banca Di Roma.

Descriptive research will be to define the sample size of the foreign bank from the

population. The population of this study is the foreign banks operating in Lebanon

with their branches which add up to 60. Knowing that, some of them have very

significant contribution in the banking sector as foreign bank in general and in the

retail banking especially. Due to lack of human assistance to accomplish the

objective, time limitations and expensive resources, it was agreed by the research
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advisors that the sample of this research would be composed of the major and

reputable foreign banks namely:

1. ABN Amro Bank N.V.

2. Banque Nationale de Paris "Internationale" (BNPI)

3. Arab Bank Plc.

4. HSBC Bank Middle East.

5. Banca Di Roma.

These are the oldest and most reputable foreign banks in Lebanon, which survived

during the war period. Though they were bearing losses during the war period,

still their presence was highly important as they inspired security and safety to their

customers. Furthermore, these banks were the leaders in the market to invest in

high technology to improve their performance, efficiency and quality, and hence

their customer services.

However, during the research, the Manger Operations of Banca Di Roma, Mr.

Ousama Yassine, refused to co-operate and take part in this research study, stating

that Banca Di Roma is more oriented to serve their commercial customers than the

retail customers.

In addition, the descriptive research is the initial step in this research study; it will

assist in recognizing and defining the problem(s) currently taking place in the

foreign banks. Once the problem is defined, exploratory research can be useful to

identify and supply alternative information and methods for decision-making.

Although some of the foreign banks are taking leading position in retail banking,

this research doesn't include the retailing banking operations of the local banks, nor

compares in any direction the retail banking of the foreign banks with the local
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banks. ocrea1ea complete-idea of retail banking .in Lebanon, it should have been

a great opportunity to compare the local banks with the foreign banks to identify

their strength and weaknesses . However, there were time. limitations to

accomplish this research work, lack of resources and assistance, and insufficient

financialsponsor.forthe costs to he bornduring the market study which ended by

not comparing the local retail banking with the foreign retail banking.

MoreovThe.hiiman resources -has-an -essential -part in -delivering lheietai.-banking

services and products, since they are the only link between the designed marketing

plans ar,dthe end -user (clients), also. They. rnare the party who. .fitst gets 1hecustomer

feedback and complaint. Thus, recruiting, placing, training and educating human

resourc&are oLgrent importance. in retail iianking, since they- are the front line

staffs who are in direct contact with the customers, and they are the image of the

bank. Tpdiseus&.abnuteaek part -of -the-. hi man resources wonki. neth a.delailed

research work which is hard to cover all in this research. Nevertheless, the

importart. .of The human -resources--and ihe sole oLtraining were discussed in

different parts of this research.

Finally, this research work compares mainly the retail banking services and

products,in.the foreign banks ..an discusses. ihe. factorsthatiie behind the success

of the foreign banks during a specific period of time. Also, it covers some of the

reasons that made the local banks take this leadership away.
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Chaptr I

The Foreign Banks in Lebanon

The Leb1anese hiinking .seetor has largely lost its statusas -the regional banking

"hub" that it had before the civil war. Alternative banking centers were developed

during the war years. Nevertheless, Lebanon still has some competitive advantages

over other banking centers in the Middle East. Its Banking Secrecy" law which is

very attçactiv.e to companies investing in -the xegion, moreoerthe communication,

personal relationship, and languages are of great advantage (Emerging Lebanon

2000 51).

Foreign banks in Lebanon fall into two categories; those that left during the war,

and those that stayed. This distinction is important, because those banks that

stayed in the country showed great commitment to the market and enjoy a good

relation with the Central Bank. The -foreign -banks which stayed .during the war

period included HSBC Bank Middle East, BNPI, ABN Amro, Banca Di Roma and

few others.

Also, the banks that had managed to survive indicated clear traces of the war years

and thpir isolation from the international financial markets. The - banks'

infrastructures and facilities were outdated and great inadequacy was revealed in

technology, -automation, -and -computerisation (Finance Lebanon 199833).
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Howevr, since the end of the war, the banking sector in Lebanon has been

undergoing fundamental restructuring and technological changes. Foreign banks

operatir)g in Lebanon .have.agreat impact nn the sector,sinee..they increased The

level of the local banks up to international standards due to competition.

Moreover, the return of foreign banks such as Citibank, Bank of Nova Scotia and

many others, and branching of other Arab banks like the Arab Bank has shown an

increase,iiiihe international interest in Lebanon's financial sector The _reenhitment

of qualified professionals from the international financial market is also increasing.

The experienced expatriate bankers working in The Lebanese hankipg sector give

more knowledge about the international financial markets and the concept used to

introduce pew prodiictsanrLserviees (Finance Lebanon 199,8 34).

Classification MForeiin banks

Lebanon's banking sector consists of 82 banks, of which 74 are commercial banks

(Local &Ioreign), and .8 are speciali sed_mediiim .a.nL1ong-ienn credi.t-banks. Of

these commercial banks 44 are local banks, 15 are subsidiaries of foreign banks,

and 17 (areforeign ]ranches (FinanccLebanonJ99B 35). In 1999, ihetota1

number of commercial banks was 62 according to BillanBanques 2000, of which

17 werefo.reign banks lie decrease ijitheiiumberof commercial b anksis-due to

mergers and acquisitions within the local banks that are encouraged by the Central

Bank duringthe.pasUwo years.
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The forgn banks inLehanoii are divided -among international and Arab banks.

Let us start with introducing the foreign Arab banks that currently operate the

Lebanese }Larket:

1. Arab Bank Plc.

2. RafidajiiBank

3. Saudi National Commercial Bank

4. Jord4nNatinna1 Bank

5. Arab African International Bank

6. Saudi AmerieaxiBank

7, Cairo-Amman Bank

The foreininiernationa1 banks are:

1. Banca Di Roma

2. Banque Natinnaie De Paris 'Inter.coiiiineniale'

3. HSBC Bank Middle East (The British Bank of the Middle East)

4. ABN Anita Bank N.V.

5, Bank Saderat Iran

6. HabibB.ankttd.

7. American Express Bank Ltd. (acquired by Credit Libanaise S.A.L, a

local b.nk)

8. ING Bank N.V.

9. Citibank N.A.

	

10.	 The Bank of Nova Scotia

	

11.	 Natinn1 Bankof.Cana4a
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Islamic 44akin

It is imperative to briefly mention the operation of some Arab banks especially that

are kno)&n by Islamic banking operations wiaich .ai:e dislinet 1mm those of

international banking. According to New York Fed, this is the testament of the

growing 1role f1s1amie hankinginloha1_9nance .Since Iwo decades, -the Islamic

banking went from nowhere to a major role of attracting western lenders who are

the imp o(rtandnvestorsinihejslamie workL Most nf the lea ding1s1amichanks are

located in the Persian Gulf region, in Saudi Arabia and in some other Arab

countriesuch .as Lebanon. Moreovei, Islam-being the world's iastestgrowing

religion, Islamic banking is taping new demographic era, where more than 150

Islamic inancilinstitulion&are rpera1ing worldwide. Muslims in US. ancLEurope

need to finance their businesses in accordance with their religious beliefs; thus, the

opening r° a number of branches andgencies -in Furope and U.S10 meet

customers needs and requirements. The assets of the Islamic banking industry

have beep-growing at .1 59o.p.er year for lhe..past .decade(Bnsiness Week 46).

The Islamic banks are governed in accordance with the ethics and philosophy of

Islam tl}aLre mostly .based on seams nLsayin.gs mKoran. Islam not .only

prohibits dealing in interest but also in alcoholic drinks, port gambling,

pornogr,aphy, eaponsandnhingeise, w]iich.ihe Sharlah micLaw)deems

Haram (unlawful). It also approves investment in education, production, and food.

Thus, IsimicBanking is-an instrument forihe development nfan. Tslamic economic

order. The Islamic financial system employs the concept of participation in the

enterprs(e,. 11fili zing 1hefinds -at risk on.aroft-and-1oss-sharing basis. This by no

means implies that investments with financial institutions are necessarily
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speculative. Each bank has its own board of Muslim scholars who determine the

type of services provided to their customers

Being governed by the principles of Islamic religion the Islamic banking system

charges no interest on trade financing or loans. The Islamic banks prohibit earning

money on loan as it is regarded as "unclean money" according to Muslims belief.

But the consumer who wants to finance for a car, under Islamic principles, might

lease or make payments that equate more than the principal amount of the car

(Business Week 46).

It is worth mentioning that some of the foreign banks operating in Lebanon follow

the principles of Islamic banking in addition to the rules of the commercial banks

which are imposed by the Central Bank. Some of these banks are: Habib Bank,

Rafidain Bank. According to Kamal Nasser Makharish, deputy general manager

of the Saudi-Lebanese bank, "The bankers and the depositors believe that it's safer

and more profitable to deposit money in the bank and collect interest at the end of

the year" (Daily Star, Aug 28, 1998). He added that many leading western banks

such as ABN Amro, have added some Islamic banking principles to their services.

The Association of Banks in Lebanon has strongly opposed the establishment of

Islamic banks because They say it would xequire extensive changes to the- money

and credit law (Daily Star, Aug 28, 1998).

Profile Retail Banking

Banking services are separately identifiable intangible activities that provide want

satisfact,ion when marketed to customers. ServieeAiequires -active participation by

customers who set the requirements and the time needed, while bankers set the

methods and the alternatives .available. The uali1y_ of services o.ccurs .during
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serviceelivery, as miinteraclion I)etween the.-customer-and the employee. Thus,

management must ensure constant and high quality performance in order to build

customer confidenceand .good reputation.

Retail banking is regarded as an outlet to financial services that are regarded as the

products ,ofihe cnmmerciaLhanks. The 9nancial.prnduct&aregmuped within four

main categories:

1. Those providing the basic cash, check, credit, and debit services,

2. House ownership and protection,

3. Provisions for the future,

4. Investments.

These financial products range from the most used product to the most specialised

product in the market. (McGoldrick, 1 -5)

There have been some external factors that influenced the demand for financial

services. Personal income iind wealth i e4ayeLan important roledeiennining

the financial service people can buy. Other determining factors could be the socio-

economc& pnliticaLsitua.tion,the Cen ra11nk.sregu1a1ions, the-instability of the

value of LBP with respect to foreign currencies during 1980's, in addition to the

advanceent of technology.

Retail banking is the very personalised service that a customer could get in the

bank. P.rsonal relationship with customers, The £oreiorthis kind of commercial

banking, is exceptional.

The banks that want to enter the Retail Banking sector are investing to develop

their exising products -and -to _-launch new oneshased on the market demand and

customer needs.
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Differentbil Importancc. oiForitijJ3anks

Consumer .perception about the foreign banks operating in Lebanon is highly

traditional for the Lebanese origin, where Lebanese customers prefer "non-

Lebanes,e" -products -and services to Lebanese .productsand services.. But in the

banking sector, the products made are similar to those products & services

introducd by the major foreign banks. Knowing that products .& services

introduced in the market are tailored by non-Lebanese bankers for the local

customers imnri ilelivered with foreign.psekage. Thus, customers prefer to deal

with leading banks, especially if it is a foreign bank.

Custome,r expectations are desires and wants of what a.product or service should

offer. Marketing involves the distinct process of both attracting customers and

satisfying ..them. Bankers strive to satisfy their customers, to provide..a strong base

of repeated business and to promote the bank through word-of-mouth advertising.

Customers',dissatisfaction arises -from non-compliance with -these expectations.

Security from bankruptcy

The Banking Secrecy' law which is imposed by the Central Bank characterizes the

main re" for booming the hankin8 sector before the war in Lebanon nd the

survival of the banking sector during the war period.

The forign banks benefiting from ihisJaw in - addition io -their foreign .nationality

granted secured and safe placements of deposits for the customers. Although most

of the timeihis was at the cost of paying lower interest rate than the market. We
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realize that during this period, the foreign banks that survived in Lebanon incurred

high profits and increased the quantity and the quality of their depositors.

Thus, we can say that during the war the foreign banks were perceived as being the

ideal financial institution for depositing money at any interest rate. Since the

security from bankruptcy was a major issue during the war, and the international

support of the foreign banks excel them in the Lebanese market to occupy the

leading position. We can name some of those banks whose reputation boomed

during the war as one of the most secure banks in the country, BNPI, ABN Amro,

HSBC Bank Middle East. On the other hand there were many other foreign banks

which downgraded their activities and even closed their branches, such as Banca Di

Roma, and Citibank....

Innovative & Creative Products

The Arrival of international players, equipped with vast capital resources, has

injected considerable energy to the banking sector and has put competitive

pressures on local institutions. Though new entrants cannot open more than one

local branch, as CitiBank, ING Bank, Nova Scotia, etc.... the new arrivals'

experience, technology and much-needed expertise are likely to be of long-term

benefit to the industry as a whole (Finance Lebanon 1998 38).

The major advantage of the foreign banks and especially after the war is that the

market was in .need of. a .great change and strong leader(s) to pull ahead. The

foreign banks were able to play such an important role, however, by transferring

their technical experience.from abroad thybeneflfed the whole hnking sector.
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Network communication system, was the first thing that the foreign banks started

to modernize, which later was followed by putting PC in service as the basic part

of officç use and introducing software in order-to make-the work efficient.

In addition to their experience in the information technology, the foreign banks

were the leaders in introducing Tetail banking products that were created, tested

and applied in sophisticated markets as Europe, and Americas.

The pro,ducts that the foreign banks offered had a global nationality. The credit

cards, namely, Visa, MasterCard, American Express, etc... were accepted by

major hplels, shops, boutiques, and restaurants, etc....which -were -accessed from

any ATM in the world. Therefore, this kind of globally accepted products were

easily mpketed -through Atabflaiilg BSBQ Bank Middle East, and- Amro

Bank, and others... We can apply the same innovative application to all types of

plastic c, rd, as phone Visa, ._and international ATM-card-and --to-most ufihe retail

banking products which are tested and used in the international markets.

Internat4444J Services

The foreign banks were the pioneers in starting an evolution within the retail

banking,in theLthanese mprket TJeservices offered were iiewJnr the Lehanee

customers, and at the same time helpful for those who traveled abroad. Being

foreign b1anks, they offered .products ihat facilitated all - kinds of transactions for the

Lebanese customers and at the same time meet the needs of the Lebanese

customer.

The retail banking services included credit card, ATM Service, phone banking,

small a1nojjnts of uleposits and different ikinds of £tiort lerm 2nd medium lenn

loans, in addition to domiciliation of bills (electricity, telephone, mobile, salary...).
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We alsorhave to mention that -being inneex -in ihese .types of.prodiicis Jad a lot

of risk and especially after the war period.

Moreov, r, The financial -and- ieclmological innovations in -the sector .are increasing

the scope of products and services that can be offered to the customer, the

efficien7 of delivery and competition within The sector. The prccess of re-

regulation of the local sector, coupled with re-regulation on the international level,

add to t1be local competition -the -potential of increasing .global competition. Also,

the variety of products and services offered reflects the changing needs within the

local ecpnomy.and international economy. .(Assoeiaiion ofi3a k..D.ossiers ii)

As much as the market was ready to absorb all kinds of new products, as much as

it was nsky to introduce credit base pruducts such as, credii cards. and types of

loans. Knowing that the foreign banks operating in Lebanon were implementing

new idea,s within the.-condition --and policies _used, prepared and experienced in

other branches in the world.

Thus, implementing these products with some amendments would decrease the risk

or error or incurred loses and in case of any loses they will be supported from

abroad (head office, or regional office).
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Chapter 2

Evolution in Retail Banking Services

The core- function of The-commercial banks is to .act as an intermediary between

the lenders and the borrowers. In this respect, the commercial banks provide

services ,to satisfy -the- elient hence, attract new clients,, .and new deposits for The

bank which is an essential reason to invest thus, increase lending which will in turn

lead to ,direct increaein -the banks-market share.

"Fees and commissions account for an average of 30 per cent of bank's revenue, in

line with theinter atinnaLavcrage"accordiig. toMakraimSader, Secretaiy-General

of the Association of Banks. The rest largely comes from loans, interest on

treasury-bills-and foreign currency investments (Daily Star,18 July 1 99).

Sader added that banks are re-investing and developing more products in order to

rely lessr nn Treasury hills income. .However, Iproduclive investments", in

agriculture and industry make up around 14 per cent of the banks' loan portfolio.

Trade finance accounts for 45 per cent and 20 per cent goes to finance

construction and real estate. Individual loans take up 14 per cent (Daily Star, 28

July 1998).

Today, in the banking sector, there is an increase emphasis on customer service, in

order to -attract new customers, increase in customer .deposits, and loans; hence

increase the (bank's) market share. The banks are trying to differentiate
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themselves ihrough iheir multi-featured pro.ducts-and services besides the

utilisation of advanced technology that facilitates the banking operations and saves

time. When the foreign banks .are.compared with the JocaLb.anks thaLai:e copying

the products which others are introducing, we realise that the market has become

very copetitive and imitative. Inaddilion, ihe.clienthas ±econie more inclined lo

shop around in other banks and compare the products offered by each bank to

choose tl;ie one(s) that best satisfies his -requirements-and needs withihe least cost.

Knowing that the services are neither tangible nor quantifiable, their choice is

therefor subjective .as it is .based .np on cus1omers_tastes, -needs.-and'emotional'

perceptions. Consequently, to satisfy all the customers is of great difficulty since

the banc cannot afforñ introducing individual products for individual customers.

Products and services are usually designed to satisfy a given group of many clients,

during a specific period of time,. tinder -certain conditions.

Classical Banking Services

Classical services and products provided by the Lebanese banking sector have not

prevailed although these banks are iinrlergoing severaLchanges.. -Despite most

changes, management in banks remains inflexible and centralised in decision-

making, 1particulariy at ihe lop Jnan4gement levels. Usually, tradition-and-prestige

are honored more than business considerations. Reputation and personal relations

are still the basic criteria in banking procedure rioritisation, rather 1han abusiness

review of the customer's financial situation (Finance Lebanon 1998, 34).

Reflecting on the current situation, according 10 Finance Lebanon 199&, in late

1996, 36% of loans in the banks were secured by real guarantees and protected by
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addition1 personal guarantee, 29.6% consisted of overdrafts and 17.6% were

covered by personal guarantees. This fact is unusual according to international

standard but in Lebanon the personal relations and personal guarantees are as

powerful as the real guarantees and sometimes more important. Because in the

Lebanesp community .personal standing and reputation .are of the -utmost

importance, the businessmen tend to avoid loan defaults at all costs, which are still

occurri1g.

The Classical banking services are summarised by some types of deposits in the

retail leve1L The-main e1assical services are:

Bank Deposits

The bank deposits are generally known to be the most liquid assets that the

customçr could put Ia It is done through depositing their money ina bank .and

receiving interest that ranges based on the maturity and amount of the deposits.

Current Account. Ti is the. most liquid type of eposit. The clients .can

deposit money either in cash, or as transfer by checks. To withdraw money, the

clients ipay ileposil checks drawn nn other .banks wltith his hank -collects nn the

clients' behalf When depositing a check in Lebanese liras there are "value date",

that is te funds .available Aaie.usually .3 ilays, and in case -of cash it is maximum 3

days in some banks, while other banks have no value. The "value date" for check

deposits .in -dollars is longer. It-is usually around one week. WJ]ilein case ofcashit

it by presenting it on the counter or depositing it in his account in the same bank
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throughthe c1eaiingsy.steni The effective ..pymenr of lhe check is made -through

the clearing room in the central bank. (See the Table below)

MonIily £iiing Cliees

Corn. ,Banks Total Cliipie
inLB
(in billions of Lebanese Pounds)

end of No. of Value of
periofi I Cheques ..Chepies

1994

	

1994.01	 229,492	 575.3

	

1994.02	 216,303	 438.3

	

1994.03	 252,351	 5426

	

1994.04	 233,313	 531.4

	

1994.05	 256,146	 546.6

	

1994.06	 250,714	 5446

	

1994.07	 246,842	 616.6

	

1994.08	 224,946	 550.5

	

1994.09	 244,769	 691.7

	

1994.1	 261,382	 736.3

	

1994.11	 227,433	 632.5

	

1994.12	 270,294	 766.6

1995

	

1995.0	 222,768	 63.2•

	

1995.02	 233,159	 664.3

	

1995.03	 2431762	 701.1

	

1995.94	 228,53 

	

1995.05	 239,812	 679.6

	

1995.06	 253,697	 762.4

	

1995.07	 242,032	 791.9

	

1995.0k	 222,511	 70.6-8

	

1995.09	 245,033	 749.8

	

1995.10	 251,337	 80.7

	

1995.1	 230,653	 769.2

	

1995.12 1	 253,937	 1	 821.3

Loin. B2J1Is Total £lieques
.InUSD
(in thousand of Dollars)

end Of	 No. of Value of
period . Cli egue

1994
1994.01	 347,622	 11019,482

1994.02	 290,355	 818,556

1994O3	 361,943	 -974,372

1994.04	 347,955	 966,793

1994.05	 386,990	 1,042,452

i9406	 394,54	 1S3,858
1994.07	 411,027	 1,146,724

1994.08	 405,249	 1,103,823

1994.09	 427,076	 1,253,707
4994440	 -444471	 1,2.A),2710
1994.11	 433,964	 1,205,624 -

1994.12	 527,813	 1,423,481

1995
1995.01	 454,59.8	 1,263,73.6
1995.02	 433,423	 1,190,899

1995.03	 495,214	 1,368,199

1995 104	 466;34	 1,241673
1995.05	 505,801	 1,369,514

1995.06	 554,236	 1,433,732

1995.07	 547,596	 1,472,880

199-5.08	 3.36,930	 .1,473,329

1995.09	 570,402	 1,562,963

1995.10	 581,179	 1,602,535

1995M	 577,427	 449,540

1995.12	 626,801	 1,597,596
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end of No. of	 Value of	 eiulef	 No. of I -Vilue of
period Cheques Cheques 	 period I Cheques J_Qieques

1996
1996.1	 240,516	 823.1
1996.02	 233,538	 683.6
1996.03	 268,414	 811.9
1996.04	 219,109	 639.1

1996.05	 283,736	 804.7
1996.06	 265,630	 790.9
1996.07	 274,286	 857.0
1996.00	 252,807	 790.1
1996.09	 259,855	 811.5

1
1996.10	 291,120	 975.7

199611	 261,187	 837.9
199642	 191,399 

1997
1

1997.01	 263,188	 871.8
1997.Q2	 253,875	 791.1
1997.93	 261,072	 822A
1997.04	 259,223	 781.6
1997.05	 291,765	 842.2
1997.0,	 280,681	 -8854
1997.07	 289,280	 857.7

1997.08	 266,385	 862.1

1997.99	 273,868	 9006
1997.10	 294,443	 983.9
1997.11	 264,104	 834.8
1997.12	 309,568	 998.2

1998
1998.01	 242,298	 833.5

1998.02	 284,308	 947.8

1998.0	 276,702	 931.2
1998.04	 243,519	 716.1

1
1998.05	 277,011	 902.6

1998.6	 270,947	 9816
1998.07	 282,547	 978.4

1998.08	 259,454	 934.7

1998.09	 2711868	 923.6
1998.1,0	 293,838	 1024--8

1998.11	 264,410	 995.6

1998.12	 2937894	 1009.2

1996
1996.01	 563,787	 1,477,137
1996.02	 475,121	 1,289,328
1996.03	 561,888	 1,526,845
1996.04	 - 450,417	 1,220,001
199605	 585,.8M5	 1,526,868

1996.06	 560,357	 1,469,866
1996.07	 602,107	 1,572,743
1996.08	 01,459	 1,587,342
1996.09	 586,189	 1,597,248

1996.10	 635,520	 1,701,722

1996.11	 611,618	 1,588,323
1996.12	 662,20J	 1,707,320

1997
1997.01	 599,994	 1,630,823
1997.02	 -537,208	 1,500,605
1997.03	 568,979	 1,579,909
1997.04	 561,130	 1,558,248

	

65,033	 1,755,415
4997.06	 61-8,108	 16&L,813

1997.07	 677,938	 1,866,210

1997.08	 658,861	 1,827,681
1997.09	 5,386 
1997.10	 702,404	 1,931,590

1997.11	 646,207	 1,763,819

i99712	 732,288	 2,0951983

1998
1998.01	 569,276	 1,741,927

1998.02	 656,272	 1,917,612

+998413	 653,207	 1956,762
1998.04	 558,246	 1,618,966

1998.05	 664,907	 1,977,424

198.1)6	 1813	 1,954,322

1998.07	 712,604	 t 1,002,989

1998.08	 686,248	 1,965,324

1998.09	 681,640	 1,941,134

4998.4.0	 728772	 2,125,533

1998.11	 671,307	 1 1,875,303

1998.12	 712,987	 1 1,864,686
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end of No. of	 Value of
period Cheques Cheques

1999
1999.1	 252,694	 801.7

1999.02	 256,419	 884.5

1999.03	 268,725	 8503

1999.04	 250,267	 748.1

1999.95	 274,660	 859.1

1999.06	 265,091	 801.9

1999.07	 273,567	 935.5

1999.0	 248,050	 821.0

1999.09	 270,065	 921.5

1999.10	 273,639	 1004.7

1999.11	 264,119	 933.3

1999.12	 282,336	 972.9

Source : Bqigue du Liban

end of	 No. of Value if
period Cheques Cheque

1999
199901	 640,002	 17642,945

1999.02	 594,761	 1,61.2,760

1999.03	 628,653	 1,652,269

1999.04	 615,065	 1,51-6,872

1999.05	 645,066	 1,625890

1999.06	 630,483	 1,566,052

1999.07	 708,786	 1,795,377

1999.08	 &56685	 1,621,551

1999.09	 661,398	 1,659,490

1999.10	 662,636	 1,708,424

1999i1	 638,200	 1,622,51

1999..12	 646,725	 15643,312

Source Banque duJJban

Table 1 - Monthly Clearing Cheques

Usually ,checkable cconnt does not incur interest .sincethe clients can deposit or

withdraw money at any time. The current account is offered to credit-worthy

clients of the bank in major -currencies -upon sequest(iLBP LISD, GBP, FRF,JTL,

DEM, CAD). Till 1995, this type of account was taxed, but then, the tax was

removed.

Call Deposit. It is an account that the clients open for the purpose of

managing their daily transactions. Banks usually pay a very low interest on this

type of account. Call accounts can be opened to individuals either single or joint.

The depositor(s) can have a passbook saving for each account as a tangible-proof

for all his transactions. This passbook is a debenture on the bank. The clients may

withdraw, upon request, without prior notice-to The bank.

Term Deposit. It is an account where the clients deposit their money for a

fixed priod of time. The account cannot be withdrawn before its maturity date.

The clients usually earn a higher interest rate than in any other type of deposit.
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The maturity varies from .1 month lo 3 month,, 6 month, a year, or 2 years. The

interest rate increases in accordance with the maturity date and amount: the longer

the peripd -the higher The interest and The more The amount the higher the interest.

If the clients need their money before the maturity, they have to send notice to the

bank bfore the specified period; in this .case the clients will lose their right, either

partially or fully to the interest in addition to paying a penalty to the bank.

$ecret Account. Only few countries around The world -intro-duce this type

of accounts. For this account, only the client and the branch manager himself

know aout the identity of the client. The client is referred to as secret number.

This service was very popular in Lebanon during the war when some people

wanted to hide their wealth.

Secured Bills

It is the type of bills that banks sell in Lebanon. Due to the current situation, the

most common traded bills are -the Treasury Bills T-13iils) issued by The

government. These have the lowest market risk with no additional risk premium.

The clints that want to invest their-moneyin T-Billscan.buy them through their

bank. In such case, the bank charges a commission for their service.

Most of4he bank funds were invested in The .LBiils Juring the war and post war

period, especially, during those periods, when the government paid very high

interest ,rate on the longterm Tbills. We can say That, Thisiype of finding was the

only secured source of investment for the banks; low risk and high interest rates.
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Other Services

Rental of a safe deposit box. This service was offered by banks a long time

ago. The clients that-use .ihesafe £Ieposi.t xespayan annual fee. These boxes

are insured and kept in walls, secure rooms, made of fire resistant steel, and are

protectd -against-theft and natural .disasters such as fire, earthquake,- etc. The

boxes are of different sizes and have two main keys, one of which remains with the

client wl2ile the other is kept at the bank. Iheclienl may place any item in the box.

However, neither the bank bears the responsibility of its contents, nor the insurance

company.

Transfer & foreign exchange department. This department performs all

types of operations and transactions based on foreign currency and

correspondence.

Foreign exchange section provides the most popular service that the

commerial banks offered Liming the period of The fluctuation of the Lebanese

pounds with respect to other currencies. The foreign banks usually exchange or

deal with Oe currencies -that are mostly- traded inihelebanese market

Money transfer section performs transactions which deal mostly with

international banks overseas, such as iciiane .of banker's check, confirmation of

the clients' checks and acceptance of their payments.

International Checks are issued by the bank - upon request of the client

for a beneficiary overseas.

• Traveler's checks, accepted in most of the countries worldwide, and

used inste.d ofcash during lraveL They are purchased from and sold- to

the bank.
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• Moreoer,imney transfer _department performs bank transfers in for a

beneficiary in Lebanon and transfer out for a beneficiary overseas, by

chargin the custonera .specific ..amount ofmoney This. type -of

transfer is done using electronic transfer machine such as Telex.

Impact of Technthgica1. Change

As the complexity of. the, banking environment, grows. and. compel Ion increases,

the already marked gap between small institutions and top ones continue to

expand. Technological- developments are unlikely to make things easier for smaller

players, as they will not be able to shoulder the associated costs as readily as their

larger cpmpetitors. Banks which continue to act..as..simple savings institutions are

beginning to face a real struggle for survival (Finance Lebanon 1998 34).

Since th.199Os, the banks. have been operating in an environment where 
all 

-types

of information are accessible to everybody, hence increasing the customer

awareness, needs, and expectancies for more. products.-.and--better quality . of

services with the least cost and less time consumption. The advancing technology

can male major contributions in The delivery of services through the use of client

oriented information systems and opportunities to increase customer convenience.

The pac of technologicaLcbange is building the traditional .boundariesand the gap

between commercial banks that are becoming larger and permitting less costly

access ir)to The financial services. Therefore, technological advancement in banking

is highly effective, for it can provide services quickly, with minimum time, least

percentage of error and more control by . the management. Information
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Technology (IT) is crucial to the long-term business strategy and to the business

process improvement. Financial groups are turning to replace people intensive

systems with automated workflow systems in order to cut costs in the long run.

Being a major player in the market requires a heavy investment in IT and less

investment in staff. "Technology can make the difference between mediocrity and

leading the market when properly understood. In Europe and USA, for example,

IT has become an essential tool for business. This IT industry is integral to

nurturing the business and technology needs of organizations, staff; partners and

customers" (Association of Banks, Jan 1998). Technology is crucial to the long-

term business investment.

European Biggest Banks IT Spenders in 1997

Revenue IT Spending as

IT Rank	 Company	 €omiti'y IT Spenders	 th's $	 '% of Revenue

1	 Barclays	 UK	 1,270,000	 20,498,000	 6.20%

2	 IABN Amro	 NL	 1	 842,000	 24,026,500	 3.50%

3	 )eutsche Bk	 Germany	 714,000	 2058ODD 

4	 Credit Agricole	 France	 67,000	 24,I 48,000	 2.81%

5	 '.Tational Westminister	 UK	 675,000	 20,954,600	 3.22%

6	 Credit Lyonnais	 France	 634,000	 22,583,000	 2.81%

7	 anca Corn. Italiana	 Italy	 590O00	 9,101,300	 648%

8	 Credit Suisse	 CHF	 578,000	 21,959,300	 2.63%

r -ISBC	 UK	 562,000	 23,758,500	 2.37%

10	 JBS	 CHF	 394;000	 16,783,400	 2.35%

11	 )resdnerBk	 Germany	 373,000	 17,452,600	 224%

12	 Aoyds TSB	 UK	 347,000	 4,116,700	 8.43%

13	 Banco Santander	 Spain	 315,000	 11,976,000	 2.63%

14 Commerzban	 Germany	 30000	 15,725400	 1.96%

15	 Rabobank	 NL	 305,000	 11,744,100	 2.60%

16	 Bayerische Verinsbank	 Germany	 285,000	 14,280,000	 2.00%

17	 Societe  Generale 	 France	 280,000	 19,40,400	 1.44%

Table 2- European Biggest Banks IT Spenders in 1997
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Once the customer is satisfied with the electronic bank services in his bank, he

would not change to another bank which provides lesser services. Satisfaction

from distinguished service attracts new customers and increases the market share

of the bank. Moreover, technological advancement obliged banks to train their

staff on the new procedures and new services. This will lead to recruit graduates,

motivate old staff, and improve the overall employee morale. Thus, leading to a

lower staff turnover, fewer mistakes, and an increase in the productivity and

profitability on the long run. Nowadays, being a major player in the market

requires a minimum level of investment for the basic infrastructure and staff.

Improvement of Technical Resources

Due to technological advancement, the banking operations have become more

effective and accurate. But the trick is to use IT effectively. When the

organizations spend more money, time and effort on the communication network

systems, it is due to constantly improve their internal efficiency, create more

effective channels to market and boost customer support. We will mention below

the major systems provided by the foreign banks that highly rely on advanced

technology.

Personal Computers. In Electronic Banking PC usage to retrieve and

process bank data such as: statement, transaction details, daily internal reports etc.

is dominant and essential. In addition, the mainframe of the bank is the second

basic element which presents the main functioning component in the bank. The

mainframe is positioned in the computer department and has a huge memory which

contains all the bank information; irrespective if the bank operates Off-line or On-

line.
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Network Connection. Local Area Network (LAN) is the most efficient

hardware combination of PC's, servers, and communication systems, managed by

operating systems and specific applications. Where the staff and management

depending on their user, department and position could share all the information in

the bank through the LAN.

When the bank needs tens and hundreds of computers in its departments, it is cost-

effective and efficient to have these PC connected through a unit network. In this

way everyone in can send or receive data and even could share the information

from different departments. All These computers could share the data through

sever where all the information is gathered and controlled.

The function of the server is to store 4ata and give authority to user to log in -into

the system to share the stored information. The server could be configured and

turned to specific file system and application.. Also, the bank could. save thousands

of dollars by installing large servers and connected to "thin client"; which could be

a compact in size of a PC and cost

Finally, WAN (Wide Area Network) is widely used in most of the banks, which

connects several LANs at different locations, cities, and countries.

Internet. Internet is a global network of networks, enabling people to

communicate directly on-line and share services and information. Competition was

largely based on geographical location as perceived before the emergence of

information technology. Today, Internet is playing a major part in making the

geographical boundaries meaningless and the pressure of competition more

(Association of Banks, Jan 1998). Internet is currently being used to establish

connection between people in different areas. In addition to information, it is a

means of communication, and. provides services .and products for the -growing
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Internet users. The continuous growth of the Internet attracts wide variety of

people with diverse interests and curiosities, specially those people who rely on the

Internet as source to access large database. According to Henry Azzam, acting

general manager and chief economist in Saudi National Commercial Bank (NCB),

the globalisation trend was irreversible and whether Arab business liked it or not,

liberalisation of markets for goods and services would become a fact of life in the

next few years (Habib, Daily Star May 1998). Therefore, the banks .need to make

use of the current transitional period to strengthen their position and upgrade their

computer networking systems to reach the bi.ggest segment of population. Thus,

the banks should have their own websites on the Internet, and pay attention to the

financial services traded on the Internet because "the Internet is likely to transform

dramatically the way business is conducted" said Azzam.

Hence, some banks use the Internet as a source for gathering information in

addition to advertising and selling products to specific parts of the market. Some

others, like BNPI, and Bank Audi use Internet nprovide global services to their

customers by access to their accounts from any place in the world, merely entering

the user's name and password. In This way, the-customer can perform some limited

transactions as inquiry of balance, transfer of money between personal accounts

and foreign exchange transaction easily. Knowin.g that-This type of service is not

secure and the banks can't be responsible for any operation done on the account via

Internet, all the risk is borne by the -customer. Though The number of banks which

begun offering banking services- on the Internet is growing worldwide, the Internet

providers in Lebanon are not yet manufacturing the proper technology to offer

secured websites to the commercial banks. The secured websites would allow the

depositors to perform private transactions safely.
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On-line and off-line. Transferring and sharing information between

financial institutions particularly banks is very risky, and especially that Lebanon

follows the Swiss System for banking, that requires banks to abide by the law of

"Banking Secrecy". Thus, sharing information through the telephone lines is highly

risky, because any person having access to that line can steal the information or

alter it easily. Moreover, telephone networks were not repaired till 1994-1995,

this being the main reason that kept banks whether foreign or local operating Off-

line. But, as the means of communication improved, the banks were encouraged

to shift from the traditional operating systems into an advanced system by using

radio channels, Satellites and Fiber Optics, which is more reliable, and secure for

transferring any kind of bank data. A key factor in reducing costs and increasing

the speed of financial transfers is developed through Fiber Optics revolution. A

wide as a finger, Fiber Optics cables transfer information as quick as voice

communication and permit secure data transfer.

On-line service reduces time consumption on checking and assuring the client's

identification, the availability of money in the account in a different branch. By

being on-line, the employee can have direct access to the customer's account in the

least possible time, and checking his or her signature which would have been

entered into the system through scanning.

During an "On-line" mode, any operation performed in the customer's account

updates the customer's balance within seconds (in the real time) every time he/she

performs any kind of transaction from any physical branch or electronic branch.

During "Off-line" mode, before performing the transaction the staff has to ensure

the availability of the balance informing the appropriate branch through a telephone

line the type of transaction will be done.
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On-line network service is provided 24 hours per day with less risk than the off-

line network service which has higher percentage of risk, because any operation in

the customer's account is updated during the batch run at the end of the day.

Automated Teller Machines. The need to provide increased service,

especially outside opening hours was the major reason behind the development and

use of first cash dispensers and the automated teller machines. Banks are using

technology in order to provide advanced services. The development of new

products and services for banks is an important element in marketing that enhances

the bank's position and it's competitiveness. Many services can be added at a list

cost.

After improving the communication system in Lebanon, the Arab Bank was the

pioneer in introducing ATM in mid 1993, followed by local & foreign banks. But

according to the Central Bank regulations, ATM machines have to be installed in

the bank lobby or within the bank boundaries (through the wall). Some of the

ATMs operate on-line while others off-line. The off-line operating ATMs can

provide any type of transaction without directly updating the customer's account,

they are not connected to the bank's computer system and the ATM will not be

able to report the up-to-date balance of the customer's account. On the other

hand, having marketing security advantages over stand along ATMs, they update

the information at the real time. Cards used at off-line ATMs are more risky

because of possible card duplication. Off-line operations will allow customers to

overdraw their accounts and result could be some losses

At the preliminary stage ATM machines provided cash withdrawal, in Lebanese

currency or in US dollar, and balance inquiry. But later, the services delivered on

the machine increased, and we will tackle this in detail later. The convenience and
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availability of the service at the customers' disposal anytime and place is of main

advantage of the ATMs, services delivered through the ATM machines are

delivered at a high speed as compared to human teller system.

S.W.I.F.T. "Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial

Telecommunication" provides the means for financial institutions anywhere in the

world to talk to each other simply and directly in a common language. SWIFT is a

Belgian-registered co-operative company; its shareholders are banks, financial

institutions and some non-financial institutions located all over the world. It is a

private means of transfer between the local and international bank. SWIFT is a

network dedicated solely to communicate between financial institutions.

There are common standardized procedures and data formats used to transmit

transactions and data over the network. All messages are encrypted during their

transit over the SWIFT network, which ensures the security and reliability. This

transfer of data takes less than 20 seconds when the sender and the receiver are

connected simultaneously.

Since 1987, financial organizations around the world have been identified through

8 characters address code, known as the Bank Identifier Code (BIC), and

recognized by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). This code

guarantee accurate identification of the financial institutions involved in any

transaction. The new culture pertaining in the SWIFT since 1994 is to apply the 3

C's: Customer focus, Core service, and Cost control (Linking to SWIFT 7).

Now process of up to 90 percent of the payments messages are received via

SWIFT, because of its safety and security features in addition to reducing

operating costs, low risk of error and immediate execution of transactions.

Transmissions are effected instantly with all verification and authentication carried
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out automatically. The messages can be sent and received 24 hours a day 7 days a

week (Linking to SWIFT 10).

HMAMIC
'Win WAV

1,0jr,

S.W.I.F.T. Messages

Number in Unit

End of	 Traffic

Period I Live Banks
	

fflc Sent	 Received	 Total

1994
1994.06	 23	 9,623	 16,767	 26,390

1994.07	 23	 13,402	 23,819	 37,221

1994.08	 23	 13,353	 25,760	 39,113

1994.09	 23	 17,763	 28,344	 46,107

1994.10	 23	 18,860	 30,159	 49,019

1994.11	 23	 19,051	 31,192	 50,243

1994.12	 23	 21,001	 35,556	 56,557

1995
1995.01	 25	 21,879	 32,849	 54,728

1995.02	 25	 24,027	 33,096	 57,123

1995.03	 27	 28,684	 39,946	 68,630

1995.04	 27	 26,614	 3,403	 64,017

1995.05	 27	 31,135	 40,866	 72,001

1995.06	 27	 33,743	 43,523	 77,266

1995.07	 27	 32,958	 42,807	 75,765

1995.08	 27	 34,901	 44,470	 79,371

1995.09	 27	 37,166	 46,308	 83,474

1995.10	 27	 42,783	 51,429	 94,212

1995.11	 27	 41,094	 50,342	 91,43

1995.12	 30	 40,973	 51,294	 92,267

1996
1996.01	 30	 42,116	 52,392	 94,508

1996.03	 31	 46,651	 56,103	 1,02,754

1996.04	 31	 38,574	 48,795	 87,369

1996.05	 31	 1	 46,894	 55,305	 102,199
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End of
Period
1996.06

1996.07

1996.08

1996.09

1996.10

1996.11

1996.12

Live Banks
31

31

31

32

32

35

35

ffic Sent
46,640

50,351

47,170

50,855

56.88

53,497

59,475

1997

Traffic
Received

54,069

59,810

56. 169

65,883

61,599

68.009

Total Tra
100,709

110,161

103,339

107,538

122171

115,096

127484

	

1997.01	 35	 62,57-6	 76,306	 438,-882

	

1997.02	 35	 58,148	 68,542	 126,690

	

1997.03	 39	 65,298	 75,210	 140,508

	

1997.04	 39	 66,990	 78,814	 145,804

	

1997.05	 39	 71,154	 80,054	 151,208

	

1997.06	 46	 74,170	 82,669	 156,839

	

1997.07	 46	 78,115	 90,805	 168,920

	

1997.08	 46	 71,345	 83,623	 154,968

	

1997.09	 46	 79,489	 87,582	 167,071

	

1997.10	 46	 91,093	 100,790	 191,883

	

1997.11	 46	 81,516	 90,353	 171,869

	

1997.12	 46	 89,583	 100,961	 190,544

1998
	1998.01	 48	 81,872	 92,670	 174,542

	

1998.02	 48	 82,775	 93,819	 17-6,594

	

1998.03	 49	 95,739	 104,149	 199,888

	

1998.04	 49	 76,331	 91,199	 167,530

	

1998.05	 49	 83,300	 95,438	 178,738

	

1998.06	 52	 94,114	 103,521	 197,635

	

1998.07	 52	 94,146	 108,330	 202,476

	

1998.08	 52	 89,001	 99,140	 188,141

	

1998.12	 53	 102,464	 110,304	 212,768

1999
	1999.01	 55	 92,447	

J	
126,910	 219,327

	

1999.02	 55	 Na	 na	 na

	

1999.03	 56	 114,447	 128,327	 242,774

	

1999.04	 56	 96,850	 11,138	 208,239

	

1999.05	 56	 105,831	 117,917	 223,748

	

1999.06	 57	 11,060	 125,562	 236,167

	

1999.07	 57	 108,818	 125,088	 233,906

	

1999.08	 57	 101,868	 116,139	 218,007

	

1999.09	 57	 109,137	 125,674	 234,811
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End of
Period Live Banks
1999.10	 57

199911	 57

1999.12	 58

Source Banque du Liban

ffic Sent
110,580

114,185

120,795

Traffic
Received

129,985

130,059

146.994

Total Tra
240,565

244,244

267.789

Table 3 - SWIFT Messages

We realize in this table the increase in number of banks using the SWIFT system as

means of communication and transfer of find worldwide during the past few years.

This reveals that the banks in Lebanon hare improving their communication system

and depending more on the technology and wire transfer to better serve their

customers in less time and error.

Improvement! Training of Human Resources

Financial organizations are more and more inclined to replace people-intensive

systems and procedures with automated workflow systems in order to increase

efficiency of the staff and benefit from them. Improving the infrastructure and the

IT alone was not enough, because the bank as a service institution depends mainly

on its human resources.

Human resource training is no longer a luxury reserved for giant corporations, yet

it is a strategically important part of a business enterprise. Newly created jobs

require training in new skills and need retraining. More employees are coming to

expect training as part of the normal job environment. Training is a way to initiate

new employees to the goals and values of the organization, and to communicate

the expectations the organization has from employees as they move to higher

organizational levels.	 Markets, economic conditions, demographic and
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organizational structures are changing continuously. Due to an increasing

competition in the banking sector, thus training in marketing and customer service

has intensified.

Training is concerned with learning the skills, abilities, routine knowledge, and

programmed behavior applied directly to the job. The primary goal of the training

is to improve work productivity and the bank's profitability. Likewise, it is to

prevent obsolescence of skills at all levels in the company. Training also aims at

improving the individual performance on the current job, and upgrading the

employees' skill(s). It also aims at improving the work and synergy among

employees (better team work, better interdependent mental communication etc...).

Consequently, training programs are implemented when the management desires to

improve employee competency levels and the banks work environment.

The training program can either be prepared inside the bank or bought from

specialized companies. There are various types of training from which the banks

can choose according to its needs and abilities.

Offjob training. This kind of training can either be within the company (in-

house) provided by an inside department or outside the company (off-site).

Usually the bank uses the services of organizations that sell training programs to

other institutions. Methods used for this type of training:

- Conferences and seminars

- Orientation for new employees

- Workshops that are engaged with exercises.

- Case study

- Role-playing and simulation.
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On job training. This kind of training is most useful to the job situation,

and directly related to the current working situation. Methods used for this type of

training:

- Induction and orientation mainly for new and promoted employees.

- Apprenticeship as one to one relationship.

- Job rotation is motivating for the employee and beneficial for the bank.

- Enlarging responsibilities of the employee in the current position.

- Reference materials important to the job.

A certain number of innovations and new products were recently introduced in the

banking sector, among which are the credit and debit card, personal loans, e-

banking, the SWIFT, and the electronic clearing of checks. The bank's

management is always in search of qualified and specialized human resources to be

able to perform the banking operations correctly. With recent innovations in the

Lebanese banking sector and the introduction of new products, the need for

qualified human resources is increasing. This is because machines cannot replace

the judgment for issues that needs training, experience and intuition. Therefore,

the future of bank employees is bound to witness a wider gap between those who

will perform the small number of routine operations, and those who are qualified

and talented to perform the more complex and more challenging tasks in the higher

positions.
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Chapter 3

The Actual Bank Services And Products

In the past, banks attracted new customers and new deposits by simply paying

higher interest rates or charging less on loans. Due to technological changes and

to the basic improvements that Lebanese banks have undergone, the commercial

banks started to focus on income, product diversification, and advanced

technological improvement. Training of staff to become customer oriented is of

great importance, as the target becomes customer satisfaction (Finance Lebanon

1998 34).

The traditional services seem to be more than enough, but with the presence of

technologically advanced countries and with the advanced automated technology,

banks have been developing their traditional services and introducing new ones.

The customers have reached a level of saturation with respect to the traditional

means banks have been using to attract deposits and to invest these deposits.

According to Henry Azzam, acting general manager and chief economist in Saudi

National Commercial Bank (NCB), the Lebanese and Arab banks are still

depending on their Central Banks to protect them from foreign competition. He

stressed that the commercial banks are sitting on cash reserves, and have not come

up with plans to face the next big challenge: the global financial market. "If these

regional banks don't put their houses in order, they will be eclipsed by major US
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and European banks once economic borders between all countries are open said

Henry Azzam (Habib, Daily Star, May 1998).

In the new banking services, we have realised that when the bank adopts retail

dimensions, it has to become client's agent and portfolio managing agent.

Customer service has been explained by all retail customer-focused businesses, as

the single most important area for developing a long-term competitive advantage

(McGoldrick 116). Since customer 'service' is intangible, it is therefore very

difficult for the customers to understand and evaluate the quality of service

provided by the bank in order to meet their needs.

As a result of ongoing technological and financial changes, banks in Lebanon are

trying to integrate their marketing strategies with regard to products and services

to face the coming challenges. They have started to feel the demand and market

orientation of their customers, and the interest of their shareholders (Association

Des Banques, 1997 41). The foreign banks have started to introduce new products

and services as in other branches abroad; these include credit cards, phone banking

and home banking, as well as ATM services. Moreover, banks are developing new

marketing strategies and training their staff for the new products and services that

are being developed by the bank. In case of providing new services to clients, the

"how" any service is provided and delivered is as important as "what" the product

is.

It is worth mentioning that, changing banks' strategies from defensive into

aggressive marketing, and changing their approach towards the customers, was

due to changing of fundamental and substantial items in their balance sheets. This

was due to changing the investment opportunities and decreasing the banks' profit

margin that was achieved by the difference between lending and borrowing of
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inter-bank and from Central Bank. It's worth reminding that during the war most

of the banks invested their money in T-Bills with high yields. Also, according to

Central Bank regulations the Legal Reserve Requirement for the banks was 60-

70% of the bank's equity.

However, after mid of 1990's, the banks were inclined and encouraged to use

marketing tools as part of the management strategy because the yields on the T-

Bills started to decrease, thus decrease in the profit, and decrease in the percentage

require to keep, as Legal Reserve up to 20%. All these ended up by excess money

with the banks, lower profit margins, and less sources to invest. According to Joe

Sarrouh, executive adviser at Fransabank SAL, there is a lot of room to increase

lending and diversify the products in order to "fend off a decline in interest rates on

treasury bills" (Owels, Daily Star July 1998).

Therefore, banks had to find new profitable sources of investment such as

investment in IT and communication, improve the infrastructure, which was

neglected for years, also increase their customer profile, and increase customer

lending. Thus, we realise the aggressive marketing and advertising strategy of the

bank's to attract customers as well as the booming of retail banking in Lebanon.

Therefore, to face the pressure of costs, banks have looked for ways to improve

efficiency. Many have found that it's best served through mergers and acquisitions

that are completed during the past few years within the local banks. Mergers and

acquisitions trend has been channeled by restrictions imposed by the Central Bank

regarding the expansion of branch networks. As a result, if a bank wants to

expand its branch network more rapidly it has to acquire existing branch(s) licenses

from the other bank. Also the Central Bank introduced laws in 1993, encouraging
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banks to merge by extending them long-term cheap loans (Emerging Lebanon 2000

47).

In addition to lending and deposit, banks also provide a range of specialised

services, which include domestic and international transfer, exchange operations,

payment of bills (phone, electricity, and fuel) consultancy services, and c-banking.

Customer Deposits

After the penetration of automation into the banking system, banks as well as the

central bank could not avoid shifting to automation in most of their transactions

and procedures. The majority of transactions in banks are manual or paperwork.

Placing a great strain on the financial system, specially on scarce resources such as

the human resource, buildings, machines, equipments and time.

According to Andrew Stephens, deputy general manager of retail banking at Credit

Libanais, less than 50% of the population has a bank account and this number

could be as low as 20% if one considers the number of people with multiple

accounts. This is due to the reason that most of the people are paid cash. If it

were made easier for salaries to be paid directly into accounts at various banks,

more people would be encouraged to use the other services offered by the bank

(Karam M. Daily Star Sept. 1999).

Current Account. As it is discussed in the previous Chapter, it is checkable

account, withdrawal by checks as one of the main means of payment; it has

brought greater convenience and safety to both buyers and sellers. To open a

checking account there is a minimum initial deposit required which differs from one

bank to another. The technology of computer & automation has expanded the
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capacity of the clearing system to keep up with the growth of business

transactions. Many improvements were done on checks; bar coding, check reader/

sorter that processes many checks in lesser time. In addition to automated clearing

system by the Central Bank. While some foreign banks have added some new

feature to this kind of accounts, as low interest bearing and agreed to draw limited

number of checks per month.

Also, Current accounts are designed for people who want to make frequent

withdrawals either in person at the branch or through an ATM machine. Hence,

the bank provides different debit, charge or ATM card with small charges or free

of charge. The initial deposit amount to open current account is less than

checkable account.

Savings Account. In addition to the traditional Saving Account known as

Passbook Saving account, the banks have launched different types of accounts, the

main reason is to save fixed amount of money for a certain period of time and the

bank will pay interest which is predetermined. This kind of saving accounts could

serve different purposes as retirement, children education, purchasing house, etc...

Time Deposit. This type of accounts still follows the traditional system for

large amounts which are deposited at the bank for a certain period of time and

predetermined interest rate. Number of banks however took the initiative of

amending some conditions for this kind of deposit by facilitating for the client the

withdrawal of the accumulated interest on his account before maturity.
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Card Services

The customer behavior is influenced by a number of cultural social, personal,

economical, and psychological factors. Hence, understanding the purchasing

process at the personal account the bank is serving is extremely important.

Visa, Master Card, and American Express are the most popular international cards

used in Lebanon and advised by the foreign banks. Although they may look

similar, there are at least five different categories of plastic cards available. There

are the ATM, debit, charge, credit, and Internet cards. Some are free of charge

others have annual fee. Using plastic cards for buying goods and services now and

paying later on credit has become a worldwide phenomenon. When a customer

makes a purchase using a credit card, the store involved gives the customer a

receipt for the transaction. The store keeps a copy of the receipt, to pass to the

bank and receive cash. The other copy is given to the customer in order to check

with the monthly account statement. These cards are renewed on a yearly basis,

and additional cards are allowed while keeping the same credit card limit.

Credit Card. The Credit cards issued by the foreign banks in Lebanon, in

US dollar, vary between Credit and Debit option. The HSBC Bank Middle East,

issues the Visa card and the Master card which could be chosen by the customer to

be either a credit or debit card. If the card has the credit option of 45 days, the

holder can settle the amount used by paying every month 10% or minimum

USD50.-(whichever is greater). While if the holder chooses the option of debit, he

or she has to pay the full amount (100%) of the card limit that has been used

during the previous month. Moreover, acquiring a credit card does not require

blocking any money against it.
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In addition to the credit option, the cardholder can withdraw cash in

advance from his credit card and settle the amount either fully on receiving the

statement at the end of the month or pay 10% (or USD 50) of the monthly amount.

It is worthwhile noticing that during the months of settlement, he or she can use

the card until its full limit.

Charge! Debit Card. Debit card is another type of plastic card with a form

of immediate payment. It can be used to make payments, or receive cash from

ATM. The most popular card is the American Express. Visa card is one of the

common cards, which is used as debit card or credit card according to the issuing

bank. The Arab Bank provides Visa-phone service in addition to the debit Visa

card. ABN Amro Bank offers debit card to their customers. Debit cardholder,

gives authority to the bank to directly debit his account for the amount used. Thus

the customer has to keep a balance in his/her account equal to the same limit as the

card. While the charge card is deducted from the account on a specified date as

end of the month.

Internet Card. Internet cards are introduced to facilitate purchases on the

Internet, while minimizing the risk of fraud. Thus, the limit given for such cards

vary from $50 till $200. These cards are not used for retail purchases nor as ATM

card to withdraw cash. The annual cost of such plastic cards varies from $19 to

$55.

ATM Cards. ATM cards are used to withdraw cash from the ATM

machines directly from the customer's account. It has no annual fee. In some

banks the cardholder can withdraw money from his bank free of charge, while in

other banks the cardholder is charged with a small amount due to using other

bank's ATM machine.
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National Card. Link is a purely Lebanese card, backed up by over 27 banks

in Lebanon. Link gives access for the holder to purchase services and goods from

any store within the available limits of the card. The card limit depends upon the

balance available in the customer's account, according to which the Link card is

issued. Link can be either single currency, or dual currency: the Premium mono is

in LBP, or USD, Premium bi-currency is in both currencies. Link card is used

locally and accepted in a variety of outlets throughout the country, otherwise the

cardholder can withdraw cash from 200 ATMs located in different bank branches

nationwide. There are 3 types of Link cards: Link Private, Link Premium, and Link

Corporate. Link Private is for personal use with small limit. Link Premium is for

high limits and for high-income people. While, Link Corporate is offered to the

commercial customers of the bank

Moreover, suplemantary cards could be provided bearing the same limit upon the

customers request and authority.

Loans

Lending has traditionally been the most important single banking function and the

principle source of revenue. The main purpose of the loan is to satisfy customer

needs. Few years ago, banks started launching different kinds of loans beginning

with the personal loan which had lower limits, tighter conditions, shorter maturity,

and higher interest rates than those provided today. But all these have changed,

the increasing demand for loan, the elevating confidence in the economic situation

and the increasing competition in the market led to a decrease in interest rate.
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Most banks offer loans in either Lebanese pounds or US dollars, but loan in foreign

currency is more common due to lower interest rate.

The credit analyst must generate a list of factors that indicate what could harm a

borrower's ability to repay? Traditionally, key risk factors have been classified

according to the five C's of credit: Character, Capital, Capacity, Conditions and

Collateral.

. Character refers to the borrower's honesty.

Capital refers to the borrower's wealth position measured by financial

soundness and market standing.

Capacity involves both the borrower's legal standing and management's

expertise in maintaining operations so the firm or individual can repay its

debt obligations.

. Condition refers to the economic environment or industry - specific

supply, production and distribution factors influencing firm's or

individual's operation.

Collateral is the lender's secondary source of repayment or security in

the case of default.

. Consequently, the banks started to introduce new kinds of loans on one

hand to differentiate themselves, and on the other hand to meet the

customer's needs. Thus, we notice that currently in the market there are

different types of loans starting with personal loan which differs in

accordance with the lending limit. There are housing loans, car loans,

school loans, Doctor's loan, Dentist's loan, etc. It is convenient to

mention that all banks require life insurance; all risk insurance (for car
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and property), death and total disability, while few banks require

coverage for partial disability and war risk. Usually, the bank selects the

insurance companies, and they cover between 100% and 120% of the

loan amount during the entire duration of the loan settlement.

Personal Loan. "The fastest growing and most important products for

retail banks are consumer loans" (Emerging Lebanon 2000 49). Personal loan is a

kind of personal facility to purchase movable goods, second hand cars, furniture

and equipment, etc. The interest and commission paid varies from one bank to

another. Usually there are two kinds of interest applied in the banks: flat rate and

regressive (decreasing) rate. The flat rate is charged on the whole loan amount for

the whole period. The regressive rate of interest is charged on the decreasing part

of the loan that is the outstanding part of the loan. The interest rates on the loan

whether in US dollars or in LBP are fixed for the whole repayment period. The

repayment period usually varies between a year and 3 years during which the

borrower will repay the loan and the interest. Among many factors taken into

consideration is the ratio between a borrower's salary and the level of repayments.

The amount of money that the borrower can get depends primarily on his or her

salary knowing that the bank won't grant loan to an individual if the repayment

amount would be more than one-third of the salary. The bank sets the limit to be

lent according to the guarantor or the pledge, usually it varies between $1,500.-

and $30,000.-.

Housing Loans. These loans are designed for clients who want to purchase

a house, apartment, or an office in some cases. It is the most expensive purchase

that a person makes during his or her life. The foreign banks usually finance up to

80% of the value of the property with installments which spread between 7 years
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and 15 years, the rest is paid by the customer to the owner of the property as down

payment. In all the cases the amount loaned will be based on a professional

valuation of the property. Regarding the interest rates, some banks adopt fixed

interest rate for the whole period of the loan, which means that it remains

unchanged and is independent of any local or international factors that may lead to

variation in the interest rates. However, other banks adopt a variable interest rate

that fluctuates according to world interest rates such as LIBOR (London

InterBank Offered Rate) or US Prime rate. The banks use these variable rates and

add a fixed percentage to cover their expenses. Moreover, the property should be

insured either for the equal amount of the loan or more, which sometimes reaches

up to 130% of the value of the property.

General requirements to apply for housing loan are:

1) The applicant should permanently be employed in his current company

for more than 2 years.

2) The installments should not exceed a third of his monthly income.

3) The working years for the applicant in the future has to be more than or

equal to the years of the loan settlement.

4) The property will be mortgaged to the bank till maturity of the loan.

5) The property should be covered against fire risks, and natural disasters

and/or earthquakes. They ask for life insurance, policy that covers death

or permanent disability. The customer is expected to pay for all the

insurance.

Car Loans. Some banks realized that not all customers require the same

level of services. Thus, they segmented and targeted the market, and then tailored

products to match exactly the demand of those niches, in order to gain customer
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loyalty. The "Car loan" is one of those new by tailored products. At the

beginning, the purpose of Car Loans was to purchase new car only, but later, Car

loans were granted to purchase used car whose manufacturing date doesn't exceed

5 years or sometimes 7 years depending on the brand. Based on an agreement

signed between the bank and the car agencies, the bank agrees to pay between

75% to 80% of the value of the car to the agency on behalf of the client, who pays

the other 25% or 20% of the car amount. The down payments required for new

cars are lower as a percentage and the interest rates less, giving a clear incentive to

buy new cars. Repayment period for new car loans extends up to 5 years, while on

used cars it's up to 3 years. The interest rate on vehicles ranges between 6.5% and

10% per year (flat), with used cars bearing a rate one or two percent higher than

that of new vehicles. If borrowed from the car agency and the installments are paid

directly to them, the interest rate of the new car is 10% (flat) over 4 years.

Moreover, all banks require the borrower to have total car loss insurance, in

addition to life and total disability insurance policy for the whole of the loan

amount covering the period of the repayments.

Other Loans. Educational loans, Doctor's loan, and other types of loans

have the same objective: that of serving the customer according to his needs.

. School loans offered by the HSBC Bank Middle East help the young

generation in the settlement of their tuition fees concerned with their

higher education. The bank finances students who are above 18 years

and enrolled at the university as full time students. The interest on this

type of loan is lower than any other type of loan. The limit of student

loan depends on the guarantor's financial situation but the minimum

amount is LBP 3,000,000 and maximum amount is LBP 25,000,000.
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The settlement period is one year during which the student and the

guarantor are fully covered with life insurance, which covers the whole

amount. The amount of the student loan will be directly transferred to

the educational institution on behalf of the borrower.

. Another kind of loan introduced by foreign banks is the Doctor's Loan

offered at Banca Di Roma. The purpose is to attract customers with

high income or high education. This loan is targeted to doctors who

wish to purchase equipment and machinery for their clinics. The loan

extends from USD10,000.- to USD200,000.- and repayment period is

between 2 and 5 years. The interest rate fluctuates according to LIBOR

plus 3%. To borrow this loan the doctor has to be a member of the

Doctor's syndicate and has to have a pledge covering the amount of the

loan.

Remittance

All the foreign banks in Lebanon being part of leading international financial

institutions and having branches abroad more than any other local bank has, can

transfer funds quickly with less commission and charge due to great number of

correspondent banks and branches abroad. Most of the foreign banks transfer

funds through data network using satellite communication which is the fastest and

best way of serving the customer as it comprised the fastest technological mean

using the SWIFT system.
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Moreover, any customer who wishes to transfer money from a foreign bank in

Lebanon would take between 2 to 8 days depending on the country to be

transferred to.

Electronic Bankin2 services

Technology plays an important role in the banking industry. Banks turned to

plastic cards, electronic machinery and sophisticated software systems in order to

be able to increase their volume of transactions while controlling costs. Electronic

Banking (EB) is the use of advanced technology to retrieve and process banking

data such as; statement, transaction details, etc and to provide most of the banking

transactions with the list time and error hence more efficient-

Establishing a Computer based transaction system in banks, helps speed up the

routing of the payments, reduces float time, decreases the need for more capital

investment and human resources in payment process, reduces the problem of fraud

checks, and simultaneously protects the client's privacy and security. (Rose 689)

The foreign banks which have the most sophisticated technology of any banks in

Lebanon, are leading the way for EB. The advancing technology can make major

contributions in the delivery of services through the use of client oriented

information systems, and the opportunities to increase customer convenience,

knowing that the main objective of technology implementation in the banking

sector is to cut costs, produce faster and efficient services and provide optimal

management information system. However, technological developments such as

electronic banking may lead to impersonal service, less personal contact and less

customer satisfaction and loyalty.
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Automated Teller Machines (ATM). ATM Provides access to the

customer's account mainly for cash withdrawal & deposit 24 hours a day 365 days

a year. Some ATMs provide exchange transactions from LBP to USD or from

USD to LBP in addition to the transfer of funds between accounts. The foreign

banks in Lebanon have a main advantage over the local banks which is the fact that

they provide both local and international services as the client has access to his/her

personal account from any place in the world. The ATM service of the Arab bank

for instance is only valid for the Arab bank's ATMs in Lebanon. Other banks such

as HSBC Bank Middle East that are part of BankerNet which represent a banking

network that provides access to personal accounts through any ATM at any bank

having this label on their ATM machine. While ABN Amro's customers have

access to their accounts from any ATM that has a Link label on the machine

(usually most of local banks deal with Link). The customers of BNPI can used

only their ATM machines with no charge. The time taken for any transaction on

ATM ranges from 15 seconds to 60 seconds. Commission is also charged for

withdrawals from ATM machines other than the bank itself, depending on the

network the bank is a member of Most of the foreign banks offer ATM cards with

the PIN (Personal Identification Number) free of charge for security purposes.

The customer, who has an ATM card from any foreign bank can benefit from

different kinds of services, such as:

1) Cash withdrawal depending on the daily limit. Each bank has a

different limit that the customer can withdraw the Arab Bank for

example the daily maximum withdraw limit is 1,000,000 LBP, in HSBC

Bank Middle East it is 1,600,000 LBP or 1,000 USD.
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2) Balance inquiry and requesting mini statement with the last few

transactions.

3) Ordering checkbook, and statement of account.

4) Transferring money between accounts.

5) Changing personal address.

6) Changing the PIN number.

7) Deposit in LBP cash and clearing check(s) in account.

However, ATMs are becoming widespread only in Beirut. It is

prohibitively costly for banks to have stand-alone ATMs, since they are

treated as separate branches for capital reserve purposes which means the

bank needs a capital reserve ofUSD1OM for the ATM (Emerging Lebanon

2000 50).

Automatic Payroll Deposit (APD). The Automatic Payroll Deposit is

mainly requested by the big companies which have big number of staff. Based

upon an agreement between the company and the bank, the monthly salaries of the

employees' are paid between the 25th of the current month and the 5th of the

following month. The company then does not have to issue check to each one of

its employees. In this way each employee of the company receives an automatic

credit in his or her account for the amount of salary earned and ATM cards for

cash withdrawals. Thus, the payroll can be done with the least use of paper and

time.

Bill Paying. Most of bank customers have signed authorization forms

giving their banks permission to automatically draft their checking accounts for

payments on an installment loan, bills of mobile phone, telephone, electricity and

other utility billing. This service is commonly charged LBP 5,000.- or USD3.-.
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Phone & Home Banking. Banking through the telephone is a new type of

service where a computerized voice response system replies directly to the caller.

The response can be either in English, French, or Arabic. This service is offered 24

hours a day, none stop. By using the telephone line, a customer can inquire about

his account and perform any exchange or transfer of money between his accounts.

Security and privacy in telephone banking is the most important feature: after

dialing the bank's telephone banking service department, the operator requests the

customer's identification number and PIN in addition to his or her account number

to be entered by changing the telephone from "pulse" into "tone".

The general transactions allowed by Phone Banking are:

1) Balance inquiry.

2) The number and total amounts of unclear checks.

3) Check book request.

4) Exchange rate (as at day end).

5) Inquiry about last 10 transactions.

6) Request a printed statement of account on the fax machine.

7) Reporting of loss of ATM card.

8) Remittance to pre-arranged recipients.

9) In Home banking or Internet banking the essential part is to have a PC

& modem at the home or office. Some banks install special software

prepared by the bank for security purposes. This software allows the

client to have access to his personal account through a telephone line

such as Hexagon the Desktop bank service in HSBC Bank Middle East.

In case of Internet Banking the customer can have access to his or her

personal account through Internet, as is the case of BNPI. These EB
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services give the customer the authority to access his or her account

through a PC to make any kind of transaction or even have access to the

international stock, bond, and capital markets. The customer can also

inquire about the international financial products on-line. These home

banking services are provided with the latest encryption technology: ID

and dual password system.

The convenience of home banking is that it clearly reduces the visits to a bank, thus

saving time and money. Besides, the customer can manage his own portfolio from

his office or house by having direct access to his account and to the international

financial market.

However, people normally prefer to perform the banking business with a human

being, someone they can interact with, rather than feeding information into an

electronic machine such as ATM, telephone, or PC. There is apparently a strong

need for consumer education in the electronic banking field before the system

becomes more sophisticated and complex.

Positioning

Positioning the products or services that a bank offers to its customers, will create

it's own distinctive image and help customers to better realise and perceive its

services. Positioning is the process of establishing and maintaining a distinctive

place in the bank or in the market. It involves the ability to create strong

connections between the products and services, certain key attributes and the

products' benefit in the customers' mind. Also, positioning is concerned with how
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the brand is positioned relative to its competitors by emphasizing the attributes it

possesses relative to its competitors.

Fluctuating Demand

The market for services varies considerably by seasons, by days of the week and by

hours of the day. During the summer, banking operations may decrease

considerably due to the fact that most people are on vacation. As in summer also

in Christmas, the demand and allocation of credit cards increase relatively more

than any other season due to a high expenditure period. In autumn, before the

beginning school year, inquiry and request of personal loan, and/or student-loan

increases. By the end of each month, there is an extensive rush since employees

come to collect their salary. More specifically, on Mondays and Fridays, the bank

has more intensive work than during any other day of the week. Even during the

same day, the peak hours vary between 10:00 am and 12:30 pm.
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Chapter 4

Research Analysis And Recommendations

The greatest spur to the growth of banking in Lebanon came in 1956, when

Lebanon's banking secrecy law was enacted. The law distinguished Lebanon as a

safe heaven for money in the Arab World (Emerging Lebanon 2000 55). Between

1975 and 1990 during the civil war, the 'safe heaven' was lost and many wealthy

businesses left the country. However, since 1990, the banking sector has grown

fast, to catch up the lost period advancements and upgrading its systems and

facilities. Thus, the customers changed their perception about the local banks

which regained their good reputation and trust from bankruptcy. Consequently,

we realize the percentage increase in the customer deposits in the local banks is

more than the percentage increase in the customer deposits of foreign banks (Baz,

BillanBanque 1995-2000). This quick increase in customer deposits was due to

transfer of funds from the foreign banks to local banks within the country, and

transfer of funds from other countries to Lebanon by the Lebanese living abroad.

The Lebanon's political and economic uncertainty remains a big obstacle to

progress. The retail banking market will not suddenly take off, but as stability

returns and the economy recovers, demand from consumers for loans, electronic

banking, credit cards and other products and services will gradually grow

(Emerging Lebanon 2000 51).
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Hence, an effective marketing program requires the co-ordination of advertising,

personal sales, pricing, developing of new services, and service distribution to meet

the customer's needs. Banks must always seek a full study of market segments to

specify the different categories of their customers and try to develop services

accordingly in order to be always the leaders in satisfying their needs and wants.

Thus the banks should specify their position with respect to:

. Their present customer needs and purchasing behavior.

• new customers and the way to reach them.

their mission and objectives.

. the competition in the market.

Due to the competitive characteristics of the Lebanese banking sector, it is

necessary to examine the competitors that, presently or in future, might be

expected to have a significant impact on them or on the banking sector. Key

competitors should be analyzed and evaluated in respect to their strengths and

weaknesses in order to identify strategic activities.

The marketing department is classified according to its importance and role in the

bank's management. The marketing manager is in charge of all marketing

activities; promotion, branch services, development of new services, training,

market studies, advertising and researches. Banking services are separately

identifiable intangible activities which provide want satisfaction when marketed to

customers. The products and services offered at the bank are of a relative nature

and are very difficult to evaluate. This nature of services make the marketers

emphasize on the benefits of the services rather than on the product or service

itself
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A customer who deposits some checks in his/her account, or withdraws cash, or

makes exchange, cannot conceive the idea of waiting at the counter for his

operation to be done. For him, the bank is letting him wait too long to be served.

So, when they are not satisfied, they tend to complain, and might decide to go

somewhere else next time. It is very important to study how much customers are

willing to shift to another bank if they are not satisfied enough from the delivery of

the service.

Great stress is placed on distributing products in "the right place" and at "the right

time". It is also important to distribute them "in the right way" as well. The

personnel aspect of services over-rides the material ones in determining customer

satisfaction. Even when the service itself does not meet expectations, excellent

personal service can compensate. The major problem of quality service is the

personal contact because it is hard to maintain a standardized quality. You can't

paint a smile on a human face, if the employee doesn't feel good about himself or

herself. The attitude of employees towards customers is of extreme importance

when dealing with services. The image and reputation of a bank depends to a large

extent on the performance of the front-line employees who have direct contact

with customers especially when the bank uses a teller system. A warm welcome, a

nice smile and a rush to help the customer in any way will be regarded as excellent

service. People in the bank must be customer oriented. The employee's

knowledge and skills are crucial to the bank's ability to meet customer

expectations. Lack of knowledge and skills appeals negatively to customers, who

expresses disconfidence towards the employees with whom they deal. Employees

should adequately address all the questions of their customers, solve their problems
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and clarify any misunderstanding and know how to handle complaints and

aggressions at once and in a very diplomatic manner.

Therefore, we should keep in mind that all departments should interact (especially

Human Resources) and co-ordinate their activities to achieve the desired marketing

goals. The banking sector is a labor-intensive sector. According to experts, the

future trend is a reduction in the number of employees due to the automation that

is gradually taking place in the sector. The management of banks today is divided

between those in favor of recruiting young fresh graduates and incurs the cost of

their training, and those who prefer to recruit the older, more trained and

experienced candidates. Each bank acts according to its plan of cost effective.

Competition is the driving force for improvement and innovation. This must

change the orientation of bankers today toward becoming more concerned about

the needs of customers and about how to satisfy them. Competition decreases the

degree of loyalty and encourages customer to move from one bank to another

more easily. In order to attract new customers and to keep the existing ones,

banks are expected to emphasize marketing strategies and to pay careful attention

to customer service.

Although technology is expensive, yet the benefit one gains from technology

covers its cost in the long run. Advanced technology affects largely the time spent

to make a transaction, and certainly has a crucial impact on customers' satisfaction

with the service delivered by the bank. The availability of ATM machines 24 hours

a day to transact banking business at a wide variety of convenient locations to

where they work, live, shop or travel. Hence, the best locations for ATMs are

considered to be those with a high level of traffic flow such as shopping malls,

supermarkets, airports, universities and even hospitals. Each location must be
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picked with a specific goal in mind, to meet the needs of a particular market

segments. Installing at shopping center, serves not only shoppers but also attract

small merchants and depositors. Hence, installing a new ATM should be studied in

terms of services to offer, market area location, and site location.

Finally, knowing the mentality of the Lebanese customers, the foreign banks have

reconsidered their marketing strategies to better serve and attract customers. We

realize that the foreign banks are no more depending on their international

reputation to attract customers, however, they are tailoring products and services

to meet the needs and working hard to provide value added services by good

customer service.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The importance of the perception is crucial to the success of any marketing

strategy. For that reason, each and every bank must undertake an empirical

research in order to assess the quality of its services and to determine the strengths

and weaknesses. Hence, negative feedback, for a certain extend, should be

regarded as an opportunity to improve service quality, to better satisfy customers,

to build a strong relationship with them and to encourage customer loyalty.

The electronic presentment could create new revenue opportunities for the foreign

banks. Thus, frequently use of ATM to facilitate the customer transactions such

as: Bill payment of Home loan, Car Loan, Personal Loans, settlement of telephone

bills. Also, ATM could work with more features as "mail delivery" message to the

customer to pass by the bank to get his or her mail. According to Manhattan

Consulting Group, who has done several studies on presenting bill on ATM "It

saves millions of dollars by presenting bill on ATM" says their managing vice

president (Seamus McMahon). Moreover, the advertising space on the Internet is

limited only to the users and target a specific type of customers, while ATM could

be used for advertising new bank products for the ATM users, and could be used

for cross-selling of their own products by touching the screen of the ATM and

selecting some additional services.
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If the customers use the ATM for settlement of their bill, they'll probably pay them

quicker. According to Bank of Ireland, the Irish customers are paying their bills

through ATM for over ten years. The customer using the ATM has to supply his

or her account number and address, the system asks the amount wishes to pay

when the bill is presented, then the system checks on-line if the amount is available

in his account and immediately debits it. The Irish customers can pay six types of

bills at the ATM, mostly utility bills, in addition to credit-card bills.

According to Mario Saradar, chairman of Bank Saradar, forecasts future of retail

banking as "a financial supermarket" where different products and services are

positioned in the bank for the customer use.

When we talk about banking services, and after elaborating and comparing those

products and services, we realise that all are similar with very small differences,

which could decrease by time, as the market becomes more and more competitive.

In order to remain competitive, generate profits and satisfy consumer needs, the

banks have to provide high quality of service. Therefore, the only competitive and

un-imitative part would be value that the bank offers and not only the product

itself. And the value i.e. service quality, has two dimensions, "what" is delivered

and "how" it is delivered. These two factors are the basis of the customer

perception about the service quality. Hence, the evaluation of quality is done while

the service is being performed and the benefits that are derived from the services or

products after consumption experience.

There are two keys to fulfill consumer needs, first listen to consumers and have the

products available, second, back those products up with outstanding customer

service. One way to supply great service is to have employees who are capable of
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sensing the interaction style that the customer prefers. The customer-oriented

employee will be able to sense the preferred style and help to meet the customer's

need in that respect. In customer interaction the human interaction plays a Breater

role. As a services industry, banks are most particularly aware of the human

relations side of marketing. Thus, the banks are trying to develop a brand image

that is very critical in the banking industry.

Moreover, it is crucial for the banks to reconsider their internal departmental

divisions. These divisions in banks are the most ideal and efficient when it is at the

managerial level i.e. in the main office, but when it comes to the branch level, it

ruins the brand image of the bank. At the branch level the front line employee,

who is equipped with information, and knowledge to serve the customer,

represents the unity of the bank. The customer neither cares for the managerial

hierarchy nor for the departmental divisions of the bank, what he/ she cares is the

quality of service, good customer contact, and satisfaction of the needs.

Departmental separation at the branch level has negative impact on the customer.

Thus, the bank should be represented by unity of its departments, where one staff

symbolizes the whole bank. This front line staff should be customer oriented,

friendly, good listener, understand and know how to serve the customer by the

products and services available in the bank.

The banking environment is characterized by increased customer awareness and

expected quality due to the sophisticated and advance technology. Although

technology plays an important role in delivering the right service at the right time

and in the most appropriate way, yet, it is argued that technology may lead to
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impersonal services, less personal contact and less customer satisfaction and

loyalty. Thus the banks have to educate the customers in order to sever them

better.

Complaints are a constant source of ideas for improving customer services; they

should not be avoided since they are bound to customers dissatisfied with some

aspects of the service delivered caused by poor product quality, delivery system

not customer oriented, bad staff attitude, and image projection creating too high

expectations. The quicker complaints are resolved the greater the satisfaction.

Since word of mouth advertising is very important in the banking industry,

converting a dissatisfied customer into a positive supporter is a major task that

bankers must undertake keeping in touch with customer means contacting them to

measure their satisfaction/dissatisfaction. It is very important to make customers

feel important as part of the business. After all, the bank cannot exist without

them. The more the bank adds value to its services, the more customers will come

back and the more referrals will be given from them to colleagues and friends.

Moreover, advertising raises customer expectations to a certain level. If the

services meet those expectations, then the market position of the bank is

strengthened but, at the same time, customers expect even better services next

time.

Hence, customers are constantly measuring actual or perceived services against the

image the bank is projecting and the promises it is making. Therefore, banks must

be sure not to promise more than they can deliver in reality. Perception is

subjective; it differs from one person to another. Perception changes as customers

needs and tastes change, and most importantly, perception changes as more

information about the service becomes available.
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Also, accuracy and speed of services, facilities and the ability of the bank to solve

problems quickly are the most important factors for the clients. The personal

services, such as the skills, knowledge and friendliness of the employees towards

customers are as important as the previously mentioned factors. While the interest

rates on credits and deposits and the commission charges were of lesser

importance.

Once customers are satisfied with the personnel contact, do not have the intention

to change their current bank. Knowing someone at the bank was considered to be

an important factor.

Hence, from marketing standpoint, direct sale is the only possible channel of

distribution knowing that the foreign banks don't have much opportunity to expand

in geographical areas by opening new branches to reach cover/ serve larger

segments of the market. As we realize, the large local banks have branches in all

parts of the country and proximity to the customer is essential in a market where

computer and telephone banking are only just emerging. Speed and simplicity are

also widely seen as the keys to attracting customers. The management of the

foreign banks must ensure constant and high quality performance in order to build

customer confidence and good reputation, essential to increase customer loyalty

and help to promote a positive bank image through word-of-mouth advertising.

Banks do not exist in a vacuum. The competitive nature of the banking industry

necessitates that banks must differentiate themselves in the market place. The best

way to gain a competitive advantage is by providing excellent service which

contributes to increase market share and return on investment, improving

productivity, lowering cost and increasing employees' moral. The aim of any
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organization must be to create a competitive edge which enables it to prosper and

grow. Hence, the competitive environment enables to identify bank's strengths and

weaknesses and also identify threats and opportunities.

When it comes to data consolidation, banks try to dangle and try short cut

opportunities, they try methodologies for boosting sales based on active customer

contact programs tailored to different groups of customers classified to a range of

indicators. However, the organisation structure of the bank stands as a barrier,

since they tend to be organised in product range, with different teams responsible

for credit cards, loans, cars loans, overdrafts, etc.... while they have to find new

way(s) of dealing with the customer, asking which is the best product to sell in a

particular time, and not just focusing on how many of a particular product they can

sell.

Furthermore, the management in banks overlook the integral role played by staff in

implementing effective customer service. When it comes to planning of strategy

and training, they perform very high, while they perform much less when it comes

to execution. One of the reasons for this is a failure to properly empower

employees in the front line. It's not people or technology; it's people and

technology that will deliver value.

"Too many organisations are relying on the same people with the same skills. It

like replacing cars with airplanes, without teaching the drivers how to be pilots"

(Association of Banks Bulletin, March 1999).
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APPENDIX A

Investment Banking

The broadest definition of Investment banking is that it covers all capital market's

activities from underwriting and corporate finance, to mergers, acquisitions and

fair opinions, to fund management and venture capital. These banks specialize in

underwriting corporate and government securities. They purchase securities from

the issuer and attempt to resell them in the open market at reasonable profit (Rose

164). Investment banking covers mainly two major functions:

i) assists in obtaining funds for corporations and government agencies.

ii) acts as broker or dealer for those investors who want to invest their money

in securities.

Banks dealing in those activities incur revenues through commissions, fees

income, spread income, and principle income. (Lloyds, 61, 62)

The largest number of investment banks are usually involved in the following

activities:

Underwriting. Underwriting of securities has been the traditional role of

the investment banks. In underwriting the banks act as an advisor to the investors

until maturity and till the date of offering the securities from the issuer.

Underwriting is a risky business because losses can pile up very quickly.
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Security Trading. Trading of securities in the secondary market is similar

to the case of bonds,- where the bank takes a principal position in the secondary

market.

Securitization of assets. Securitization refers to issuing securities that have

a collateral or generate revenue in one of two ways, either by a gross spread as in

any underwriting activity, or by buying the assets, and creating securities that will

be sold in the future. In this way, the bank can generate a profit through the

spread or through the difference incurred between the selling and buying price.

The bank also deals with advisory and fund management business providing the

client with a tailored approach managing their assets with active segregated

portfolio management on a global regional, asset class or country specific basis.

Mergers and acquisitions. Opportunities located by the advising bank

through merging and acquiring can help the acquiring company to target the right

company and the price for the take-over.

Creation of risk control instruments. The bank trades and creates risk

control instruments for the investor who needs to offset the risk of a portfolio by

trading in options, swaps, futures, or any other financial instruments. In this

service, the bank can realize revenue similar to the brokerage commissions.

Over-the-counter instruments. OTC's that are created by the bank act as

counter-party to the agreement. These instruments are risk control instruments.

Large international houses, like Merrill Lynch, SBC Warburg, Flemings, Paribas

and Henry J. Schroder, have dominated international security offerings, such as

eurobonds and Global Depository Receipts. Their obvious strengths lie in their

superior placing power and international client bases (Finance Lebanon 1998 41).
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According to Finance Lebanon 1998, Lebanon-based investment houses have

carved out a leading role in local issues and project-finance related work. They act

as co-managers in international issues alongside international investment banks

(42).
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Private Banking

Private Banking began when people had wealth and wanted to increase it but did

not know how. Consequently, they needed competent professionals to invest their

wealth for them. Thus, Private banking was established to serve the needs of

these particularly wealthy customers.

Private banking, as the name indicates, acts on a private basis with the customers

by giving them individual attention and advise to manage their wealth. This

attention is associated with an exclusive range of investments, financial and

banking services to help the customer in investing their wealth effectively with

less risk. The private banking staff has the skills to listen and to understand the

customer in order to advise him. They act on the client's behalf The aim is to

build a long-term relationship, based on trust, that the customer desires. Another

aim is to grasp an overall picture of the clients' current situation, and his future

plans to be able to assign the appropriate strategy which would help him reach his

destination.

Therefore, it is necessary to have a clear professional overview of all the available

opportunities in the investment market, and to ensure that they are co-ordinated

effectively and efficiently. Without expert guidance, one may overlook some

important beneficial adjustments during life before preparing for retirement,

school tuition fees, minimizing the income tax, and selecting a suitable insurance

company that can handle all the risk of the client's property, family, and health,

etc. ... For all these and other investments, the client needs to rely on the private

bank to make the appropriate decision for him.
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In some cases, the client prefers discretionary management or portfolio

management. In others, the client prefers non-discretionary management where

the bank earns only its fees on a commission basis, and on advising the client

about the alternatives in the market. In the latter case, the bank disposes a

minimum limit below which it does not accept a client. This limit varies from one

bank to another, as there is no officially designed limit by the Central bank.

In Lebanon and Middle East, many foreign banks have started to offer this service

to their wealthy customers. The law of "bank secrecy" in Lebanon facilitates the

private banking operations and encourages the investors to transfer their deposits

to Lebanon and invest either in the country or abroad through their bank. It is

worth mentioning, that private banking services are extremely appealing to

Eastern depositors (investors) in general and to Lebanese depositors who highly

appreciate the personal attention that they will get and the prestigious status of

that "privilege", in particular.

The identity of the bank whether foreign or local with whom the private banking

clients deal with is highly important. For this reason, the banks entering Private

Banking operations take care in choosing their staff and invest in training them.

The foreign banks have longer experience and more knowledge in Private

Banking services and products, but the local banks are trying to fill the gap

between them (Easy Banking 9).
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Corporate / Commercial Bankin2

The role of the corporate banking is to purchase investment securities from the

market in addition to their principal assets, and provide loans to business firms

and corporations. Corporate banking or commercial banking services are mostly

directed to big institutions and businesses whose transactions are in hundreds of

thousands dollars. Foreign banks are at an advantage over local banks in

corporate banking because of the experience and expertise they offer. The bigger

companies value the service they get from foreign banks because the foreign bank

has a good international reputation, is often more efficient than a local bank

because of its international network, and can add value through a wider range of

products and services (Emerging Lebanon 2000 51). According to Mr. Oussama

Yassine, the Operations Manager in Banca Di Roma, the foreign commercial

banks mainly concentrate on serving reputable and big businesses. Their main

target market is to serve the "Elite businesses", those high profit & high-income

companies operating in Lebanon. Therefore, the commercial banks are prepared

to extend loan accommodations to their "good" customers. According to

Robinson, the "good" customers are creditworthy with enough net worth, liquidity

and earning power to make their business attractive. Also, the good customers are

the ones who keep good deposit balance with the bank when they are in or out of

debt.

The major functions of commercial banks are to open deposit to business, give

facilities for overdraft and trade, in addition to some other services to be

mentioned below. Commercial Bank checking accounts are the principal means
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of payment in the economy which are widely accepted. The interest on loans is

the primary source of funds for the commercial banks. (Robinson, 72).

Corporate! Commercial Accounts

The opening of accounts will be considered for companies as partnership, sole

proprietorship, and joint accounts between the partners, etc.

Current account: is a type of deposit whose depositor could withdraw cash

only by issuing checks. It could be either an interest bearing account or non-

interest bearing account. The depositor could benefit from the overdraft facility

that the bank provides as counterbalance to collateral that is provided by the

company as per request. This overdraft is usually charged against high interest

rate which may reach up to 18-20%.

Bill or Promisorv Notes.

The Trade Bill is a type of a commercial paper also called Promissory Note. It is

a type of credit facility which binds the issuer through his signature. It is a form

of credit instrument. In case the borrower didn't pay the bill the bank refers back

to his client to get the actual bill amount.

Bills Discounted. Bills Discounted (Bt) is a type of service in which the

bank pays the present value of the bill to the client. This value could be less than

the real amount of the bill on maturity. The difference is called discount cost.

Banks can offer this kind of service to their clients by collecting these bills on

their behalf or by discounting them based on a specific commission or charge

agreed upon previously.
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Bankers Acceptance. Banker's Acceptance is a draft, or bill of exchange,

in which both the amount and the period is specified. It is a short term IOU's of

businesses engaged in foreign trade that qualify as money market instruments

because they are guaranteed by large internationally known commercial banks. It

is an efficient means for financing foreign trade. (Robinson, 1981, 209)

Letters of Credit. Letters of Credit (LC) is a written obligation by the

issuing bank to the beneficiary and upon his request based on the specific terms

and conditions agreed upon by the bank and the client to settle the stated amount

in the letter. This letter is undertaken by the bank on condition that the documents

presented by the company comply with the terms and conditions of the LC.

Letter of Guarantee. Letter of Guarantee (LU) is another form of written

commitment where the bank issues upon the request of its client for a beneficiary

to pay on behalf of the client and upon request of the beneficiary. This guarantee

is a liability on the issuing bank especially when the client cannot meet its

obligations. Letters of guarantee are usually utilized for official and governmental

use in order to prove the company's eligibility. The LU are considered as cash

money which could act as security.

Certificate of Deposit. Certificate of Deposit (CD) is an obligation on the

commercial banks. It is a type of money market negotiable instrument. CDs

could be traded in the market in order to raise funds.

Credit and Guarantee

Providing credit facility to reputable and known customers is the main function of

the commercial banking. In addition, Letters of Guarantee for exporting and

importing purposes is the second major function of the corporate banking
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Credits and Advances. Banks finance most of the credits extended to all

the economic sectors. The banks usually extend a line of credit for business firms

based on the guarantees or the performance of the company. The major risk that

the commercial bank faces is due to the insecurity of the borrower's assets and

thus the result is a doubtful loan. The credit department's final decision is based

on the "5 C's of Credit"; character, capacity, capital, collateral, and condition of

the borrower in addition to impressions taken from an interview and personal

investigation.

Guarantees: The bank may issue a guarantee on a customer behalf after

blocking the equivalent amount of the money needed to issue the guarantee. This

guarantee could be either financial; such as to purchase an international telephone

line, or to recruit an employee who has a foreign nationality, or performance

guarantee where the client has acquisition or bid with the government.
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Appendix D

Monthly Interest Rates

1994

	

1994.01	 2.09	 10.58	 16.07	 13.55

	

1994.02	 2.33	 10.72	 16.01	 13.59

	

1994.03	 2.02	 10.35	 15.75	 13.60

	

1994.04	 2.53	 9.51	 15.27	 13.03

	

1994.05	 1.77	 9.75	 15.29	 13.19

	

1994.06	 2.61	 9.37	 14.70	 12.72

	

1994.07	 2.49	 9.03	 14.18	 13.15

	

1994.08	 2.42	 8.69	 14.10	 13.10

	

1994.09	 2.45	 8.80	 14.19	 13.13

	

1994.10	 1	 2.35	 8.75	 14.13	 13.07

	

1994.11	 2.35	 8.67	 14.05	 12.95

	

1994.12	 2.23	 1	 8.13	 13.87	 12.79

1995

	

1995.01	 1.97	 8.54	 13.56	 12.48

	

1995.02	 3.57	 9.97	 13.93	 13,15

	

1995.03	 3.69	 11.13	 14.51	 13.75

	

1995.04	 4.11	 939	 14,40	 13.67

	

1995.05	 4.13	 10.49 	 4.58	 13.79

	

1995.06	 4.43	 10.75 	 5.24	 14,26

	

1995.07	 3.72	 10.86	 1530	 14.77

	

199.08	 4.43	 11.71	 16.15	 15.07

	

1995.09	 3.56	 12.29	 17.27	 15.68

	

1995.10	 1	 3.98	 12.44	 20.10	 18.86

	

1995.11	 4.34	 12.21	 20.21	 19.09

	

1995.11	 4.28	 11.56	 18.23	 17.12

	

1996.01	 3.81	 10.32	 16.95	 15.98

	

1996.02	 4.78	 10.39	 15.95	 15,12

	

1996.03	 3.96	 10.84	 15,52	 14.69

	

1996.04	 3.73	 10.43	 15.37	 14.55

	

1996.05	 3.67	 10.57	 15.34	 14.59

	

1996.06	 3.96	 11.09	 15.17	 14.41

	

1996.07	 3.55	 9.74	 15.27 	 14.47

	

1996.08	 3.88	 1039	 15.41 	 14.51

	

1996.09	 4.37	 10.05	 15.35 	 14.40

	

1996.10	 3.96	 9.89	 15.41 	14.59

	

1996.11	 4.09	 9.89	 15,40	 14.47

	

1996.12	 4.24	 10.06	 15,36	 14.69

1997

	

1997.01	 4.16	 10.77	 14.87	 [	 14,07

	

1997.02	 3,07	 10.03	 1395	 T	 13.31

	

1997.03	 3.17	 9.96	 -	 13.56	 12.87

1996

Table 12 - Interest Rates on Deposits
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1998

	

1998.01	 2.94	 840	 1366	 1307

	

1998.02	 2.81	 8.82	 13.73	 13.10

	

1998.03	 2.85	 9.45	 13.83	 13.20

	

1998.04	 2.91	 9.05	 13.82	 13.20

	

1998.05	 3.05	 8.65	 13.83	 13.22

	

1998.06	 3.31	 8.99	 13.79	 13.11

	

1998.07	 3.28	 8.69	 13.64	 12.96

	

1998.08	 2.79	 900	 13.47	 12.80

	

1998.09	 3.06	 9.23	 13.47	 12.83

	

1998.10	 2.55	 8.98	 13.4	 12.73

	

1998.11	 2.98	 8.91	 13.32	 12.75

	

1998.12	 3.26	 9.23	 13.32	 12.61

1999

	

1999.01	 3.04	 9.22	 13.06	 12.40

	

1999.02	 3.22	 10.14	 12.87	 12.28

	

1999.03	 2.81	 9.45	 12.81	 12.19

	

1999.04	 2.70	 8.50	 12.68	 12.13

	

1999.05	 2.80	 9.61 	12.59	 12.04

	

1999.06	 2.78	 9.63 	 2.47	 11.87

	

1999.07	 2.47	 9.14	 1143	 1102

	

1999.08	 2.41	 8.56 	 12.32 	11.78

	

1999.09	 2.64	 8.49 	 2.89 	12.34

	

1999.10	 3.33	 9.08 	 2.00	 11.52

	

1999.11	 4.18	 9.18 	 1.93	 11.46

	

1999.12	 4.89	 9.09 	 1.91	 11.30

Source : Banque du Liban

Table 12 - Interest Rates on Deposits
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QUARTERLY BULLETIN

Fourth Quarter 1999
Number 79

COMMERCIAL BANKS: INTEREST RATES ON LEBANESE POUND & US DOLLAR

(in ncr cent

Interban1
Rates on Call

End of

Period Rate

LL

Deposit Rates*
hecking & Savings at Term Savings Average Rat

urrent A/C Call	 and Do	 I on Deposits

LL USD LL USD LL USD LL USD

1995

in2 Rates

count Loans

LL USD

Mar	 21.32	 11.84 3.69	 2.91 11.13 3.87	 14.51	 5.95 13.75	 5.25	 9.50

Jun	 22.76	 11.79 4.43	 2.56 10.75 3.54	 15.24	 5.90 14.26	 5.19	 7.00

Sep	 27.63	 12.03 3.56	 2.34 12.29 3.50	 17.27	 6.021 15.681 5.421	 15.00

Dec	 28.99	 12.19 4.28	 2.35 11.56 3.59	 18.23 6.10 17.12	 5.46	 13.00

1996

Mar	 25.95	 11.93 3.96 2.11 10.84 3.39 	 15.52	 5.76 1469	 5.23	 10.00

Jun	 24.99	 11.93 3.96	 2.15 11.09 3.31	 15.17	 5.92 14.41	 5.35	 10.50

Sep	 24.43	 11.73 4.37	 2.16 10.05 3.37	 15.35	 6.02 14.40	 5.471	 10.00

Dec	 24.68	 11.74 4.24 2.32 10.06 3.44	 15.36 6.25 14.69 5.62	 15.50

1997

Mar	 20.47	 11.80 3.17	 2.27	 9.96 3.44	 13.56	 5.97 12.87	 5.48	 10.00

Jun	 19.86	 11.80 2.94	 2.25	 9.17 3.34	 13.08	 6.21 12.41	 5.68	 9.50

Sep	 19.36	 11.77 2.33	 2.13	 9.20 3.33	 12.87	 6.30 12.16	 5.77	 45.00

Dec	 20.28	 11.69 2.67 2.48	 9.02 3.22	 13.72 6.40 12.97 5.90	 12.75

1998

Jan	 20.40	 11.85 2.94	 2.50	 8.80 3.42	 13.66 6.39 13.07	 5.87	 11.00

Feb	 20.45	 11.82 2.81	 2.28	 8.82 3.10	 13.73	 6.44 13.10	 6.01	 9.00

Mar	 20.51	 11.80 2.85	 2.21	 9.45 3.02	 13.83	 6.45 13.20	 6.04	 9.50

Apr	 20.21	 11.45 2.91	 3.04	 9.05 2.96	 13.82 6.45 13.20 6.05	 9.25

May	 20.37	 11.57 3.05	 2.36	 8.65 3.18	 13.83	 6.39 13.22	 5.99	 11.00

Jun	 20.26	 11.63 3.31	 2.30	 8.99 3.20	 13.79	 6.37 13.11	 5.93	 8.50

Jul	 20.27	 11.43 3.28	 1.02	 8.69 2.31	 13.64 6.27 12.96	 5.71	 8.50

Aug	 20.05	 11.53 2.79 2.25	 9.00 3.24	 13.47 6.33 12.80 5.92	 8.50

Sep	 20.15	 11.54 3.06	 2.34	 9.23 3.15	 13.47	 6.31 12.83	 5.86	 8.50

Oct	 20.02	 11.28 2.55	 2.27	 8.98 3.02	 13.40 6.23 12.73	 5.79	 7.50

	

Nov20.19	 11.32 2. 98	 2.26	 8.91 3.06	 13.32	 6.20 12.75	 5.78	 7.50

Dec	 20.04	 11.30 3.26	 25	 9.23 3.16 f 13.32	 6.161 12.61	 5.671	 36.00

1999

Jan	 19.93	 11.23 3.04	 2.09	 9.22 3.00	 13.06	 6.14 12.40	 5.65	 7.00

Feb	 19.84	 11.15 3.22	 2.04 10.14 3.02	 12.87	 6.11 12.28	 5.64	 7.75

Mar	 19.76	 11.19 2.81	 2.14	 9.45 2.95	 12.81	 6.11 12.19	 5.64	 7.00

Apr	 19.73	 10.94 2.70	 2.10	 8.50 2.88	 12.68	 6.03 12.13	 5.60	 7.50

Table 14 - Consolidated Interest Rate on Deposits



Appendix D

COMMERCIAL BANKS: INTEREST RATES ON LEBANESE POUND & US DOLLAR

(in ner cent

Rates 	 Dep
Checking & Savings at

Loans Current A/C Call

USD LL USD LL USD

	11.00 2.80	 2.05	 9.61 2.91

	

10.99 2.78	 1.90	 9.63 2.92

	

10.93 2.47	 1.99	 9.14 2.80

	

10.03 2.41	 1.89	 8.56 2.78

	

11.04 2.64	 1.95	 8.49 2.78

	

10.99 3.33	 2.06	 9.08 2.92

	

11.04 4.18	 2.01	 9.18 3.14

	

10.871 4.891 2.05	 9.09 3.02

L Rates*

rm Savings Average Rate

A Deposits Ion Deposits

LL USD LL USD

	

12.59	 5.96 12.04	 5.53

	12.47	 5.99 11.87	 5.71

	

12.43	 5.93 12.02	 5.50

12.32 5.92 11.78 5.49

	

12.89	 5.99 12.34	 5.54

	12.00	 5.99 11.521 5.57

	11.93	 6.04	 5.56	 5.62

	

11.91	 6.11 11.30	 5.63

Interbank
Rates on Call

End of

Period Rate

LL

8.00

8.00

7.50

7.00

7.00

7.25

7.50

8.00

Period
	

LL

19.74

19.49

Jul
	

19.73

19.73

19.44

Oct
	

19.11

18.86

18.38

* Weighted Average Rate of Interest during the period ( Circular No. 1320)

Table 14 - Consolidated Interest Rate on Deposits
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